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Jubilee Prayer
O God our Father, turn your gaze towards us so that
we may know your mercy.
Help us to acknowledge our sins and see the injury it
causes. Pour the medicine of your mercy over us as a
healing balm.
Like a trusting child may we run to the open arms of
your Son, Jesus Christ, who is meek and humble of
heart.
In being transformed by mercy, may we become witnesses of mercy,bringing healing and hope to others.
May your Holy Spirit inflame our hearts and inspire
many to respond to you with love.
Grant us the grace to be merciful like your Father.
Amen.
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Dear Readers,

S

t. Kizito Hospital Matany has been a reality for 50 years and it is wonderful that we celebrate together. Its beginning was very small with a
group of Comboni Sisters who came to Karamoja with the desire to make
a difference in people’s lives, by showing their compassion to the sick and

vulnerable. As nurses they felt the call of following Christ in his healing service. The
Catholic Church, throughout the world, has always been at the forefront of health
care needs.
The sisters came with their nursing skills and experience and with a heart full of
love. I have met Sr. Lorenziana, the first sister to arrive in Matany and the first matron of the Hospital. She had been such a caring sister with a heart full of love and
attentiveness and at the same time courteous and kind. There were so many other
good sisters to be mentioned like Sr. Luigina, Sr. Fausta, Sr. Miranda, Sr. Palma, Sr.
Giovanna, Sr. Rosario, … that it would fill easily half of the page.
When the first young doctors from Italy, often with their spouses, arrived, the sisters made them feel at home. Over the years this family atmosphere grew also with
the local recruited nurses, the nursing students and the various cadres which were
employed in the ever-growing hospital. Of course, as we have got the cure and
improvement of our patients at heart, it is the desire to have affordable medicines,
sundries and equipment available, so that quality health care can be provided.
The combination of making staff feel at home and providing the needed “tools”,
plus the professional development, when opportunities and means arise, make
Matany unique. It is this caring attitude towards the colleagues, which developed
into a noticeable team spirit which benefits our patients and makes everyone feel
inclined towards each other.
Matany Hospital is like the sun in the morning, removing the darkness, bringing
light into the lives of those with pain, with wounds, with fever, with little strength
because of sickness or hunger. You will find in this magazine a brief history of
the Hospital, interesting messages from our Church leaders, from members of the
local community, from support groups and friends, from the Hospital board and
management. You will find photos from the surroundings and the beginning of the
Hospital. It has been difficult with all the demands, the daily tasks bring, to be comprehensive and I apologise for that. This was not out of bad intention but simply
because I/we did not have the time and the means.
Gratitude fills our hearts on this day of the Jubilee towards all those who take on
their daily duties with joy and enthusiasm, all those who support our activities, our
benefactors and supporters, the Government of Uganda and various organisations.
We thank our suppliers and above all those who seek health services within the
Hospital, trusting our desire to serve them with highest care, professionalism and
respect. Above all it is this sensation that Matany Hospital is a gift from God.

BR. GÜNTHER NÄHRICH
Administrator/CEO
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Gigi Rho and Dario Zanon_Padova

Br. Dr. Daniele Giusti with Bishop Mattiazzo of Padova, visiting Matany,1993
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POPE FRANCIS
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Message from the Apostolic
Nuncio to Uganda

A

s Apostolic Nuncio to Uganda it is a
pleasure to congratulate the
Matany Hospital, on the special occasion of the Golden Jubilee of
its activities, particularly the Comboni
Missionaries, the Moroto Diocese, the staff and
all the workers. The theme of the Jubilee and the
motto of the hospital “We dress the wound, God
heals it” indicates both essential aspects: on one
side the human activity and on the other side the
intervention of God with His grace. The
catholic healthcare institutions are expression of
the Church’s loving concern for all and especially
for the poor and the marginalized.
This celebration is an opportunity to thank God
and all the people who worked in the past and
who are working now in the service of the sick.
The gratitude is also for the benefactors for their
generosity in supporting the hospital.
I would be happy to celebrate the Holy Mass with
you and for you on Saturday 6 th November 2021
at the hospital.
To Mary, Mother of Mercy and Health of Infirm,
I entrust the sick, healthcare workers and the
people who generously offer collaboration to the
Matany Hospital.
To each and to all I have the honour to transmit
the Apostolic Blessing of His Holiness Pope Francis, as pledge of abundant divine graces.
With my prayers and best wishes.

“
The catholic healthcare institutions are

LUIGI BIANCO
Titular Archbishop of Falerone

expression of the Church’s loving concern for
all and especially for the poor and the
marginalized.

Apostolic Nuncio to Uganda
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Matany Hospital celebrates
it’s Golden Jubilee
poet K. Gibran.Slowly, slowly the hospital grew out of a simple dispensary and maternity ward started and run by the
Comboni Missionary. It is out of this health center that the
various structures developed as time went by. Many Sisters,
Brothers, Fathers, Doctors, Nurses, Technicians, Volunteers,
have made Matany hospital what it is: home for anyone
seeking medical attention.
Among many of them especially those coming from abroad
have offered their service and professionalism without
any compensation amidst risks of ambushes on the roads
and isolation, having as the sole leisure the beauty of the
savannah like environment of Karamoja. Matany hospital
is like the mustard seed of the parable of the gospel (Mt.
13:31-32).

P

robably God thought well to choose the site for
St. Kizito Matany Hospital in the place where it
is. Coming either from east or west on the main
road Moroto – Soroti you will notice a small and
lonely hill that the Karimojong named after its
shape because it resembles a liver. The Karimojong call the
liver “emany” that is a vital organ for humans and living
beings as well. When Bishop Sisto Mazzoldi, the first Bishop
of Moroto Diocese, wanted to bring into reality the dream
of having a diocesan hospital to comply with the Church
mandate to heal the sick, on the good integral missionary
evangelization, the British authorities allocated that area.
At a glance Matany at that time was not so desirable to
serve the purpose because it hosted very few villages and
being five kilometers away from the main road through a
small path was quite discouraging. Nevertheless, Bishop
Mazzoldi did not pay attention to his disappointments
but out of love for the people and trusting God more than
his impressions and doubts started moving the first steps
towards the implementation of the project. As a matter of
fact, “Love and doubt have never exchanged a word” says

Many patients are now coming to Matany from all over
Karamoja, Teso and even the Pokot of Kenya. The hospital
is now the jewel to admire when visiting and ever ready to
offer professional and qualified attention without discrimination. Well-deserved and giant thanks goes to all the
Comboni Missionary Brothers who have administered the
hospital and the Comboni Missionary Sisters who have
dedicated and are still selflessly offering their lives in order
to keep, maintain and run the hospital of Matany.
A special word of thanks goes to Bro. Günther Nahrich the
present administrator for the years he is serving in Matany.
They have been and are faithful to Christ mandate to “Go,
and proclaim this message: ‘The kingdom of heaven has
come near.’ Heal the sick,” (Mt. 10:7-8). The charism of St.
Daniel Comboni alive in them is the secret energy after his
prophetic words: “I die but my work will not die”.
Thanks as well to the congregation of the Missionary
Sisters of Mary Mother of the Church who have joined in
the administration team few years ago. I am grateful to
C.U.A.M.M. (University College Aspirant Medical Missionaries) of Padua (Italy) for the many years sustaining and
accompanying the hospital by sending many doctors and
promoting countless projects. Many of them are still benefiting from the “Matany experience”. Thanks to the “Gruppo
Appoggio Ospedale Matany Onlus, Milano” (Italy), and the
Toyai support group in Pavia (Italy) for the generosity and
commitment shown to the hospital. Thanks to all the anon-
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ymous and private benefactors of the hospital that
from many parts of the world have shared from their
own resources. These are the manifold ways Providence has sustained Matany.
The present worldwide situation caused by the
pandemic has not spared Matany. I am grateful to
the Government of Uganda who has been granting
delegated funds up to now. Private donations have
dwindled consistently since Covid 19 and if our Government will not consider the workload the hospital
has, its future will be seriously compromised.
The Jubilee we are celebrating is our official acknowledgement to the Providential God for the marvelous
work of mercy He has granted. I pray that our people of Karamoja and beyond may not be deprived
of their right to health and care. Let not the “discard
culture” affect and compromise such a precious
reality. Matany Hospital ought to continue dressing
the wounds while God healing them. May St. Kizito
intercede so that Matany Hospital may continue its
mission.
Happy fiftieth anniversary, Matany.

DAMIANO GUZZETTI, MCCJ
BISHOP OF MOROTO

Bishop Damiano Guzzetti ordination.
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ORDER OF MASS
ENTRANCE SONGS

KYRIE: LORD HAVE MERCY

PROCESSION

Lord have mercy, (have mercy) Lord have mercy (have

TOLOMUTU NANOK KA AKUJ
(By Loucho Joseph Apollo)

Jesus Christ have mercy (Lord) Jesus Christ (Lord) Jesus

mercy) Lord have mercy have mercy x 2
Christ (Lord) Jesus Christ have mercy x 2 (Lord)

REF: Tolomutu nanok ka Akuj, akiriket nege
yok ne, neni emuror inges Ekapolon Akuj angiboro a daadang ( Tolomutu) x 2

Lord have mercy, (have mercy) Lord have mercy (have
mercy) Lord have mercy have mercy x 2

Oryediko alongaren keng emaimaa Akuj Papa,
Epuro inges Ekasuban angiboro a daadang x 2

GLORIA:
AKIBUSES TOYEI KIDIAMA NAKUJ

1. Tolomutu ngipadera, tolomutu epuro Akuj yok.
Tolomutu daadang ngabikirae ka alakara x 2

Ref: Akibuses toyai kidiama neni ka Akuj Papa,
Akibuses toyai kidiama Nakuj, ke ekisil toyai kwap
neni angitunga angulu emina Akuj Papa x 2

2. Tolomutu ata Papa, tolomutu epuro Akuj, tolo
mutu daadang ata Toto ka alakara x 2

1. Ikimai isua iyong ikitojokit iyong, ikiryediki alongren
kon Ikipuro isua iyong ikilakara Kan iyong, anakibuses
kon ngina apolon

3. Tolomutu ngidwe sapa -Tolomutu daadang
ngidwe pesur ka alakara x 2
4. Tolomutu ngikaitotoi – Tolomutu daadang nga
kaitotoi ka alakara x 2

2. Ekapolon Akuj, erwosit ngolo anakuj, Akuj Papa ngolo
etiron daadang Ekapolon Lokoku epei bon, Yesu, Yesu
Kristo.

POTU ALOWAETIN KA AKWAP DAADANG
(By Loduko)

3. Ekapolon Akuj, ikale ka Akuj, Lokoku a Papa Iyong ngolo
ilemari ngakosisecisya kosi nguna alokwap, kisioni isua

REF: Potu alowaetin ka akwap daadang, potu
epuro Akuj Papa, potu alowaetin ka akwap

4. Iyong ngolo ilemari ngakosisecisya kosi nguna alokwap
kiirarae isua Iyong ngolo iboi aloteten a Papa, kisioni
isua daadang

daadang potu epuro inges x21. Bass: Anguna
ka agogong keng
All: Inges asubia ngiboro daadang.
Bass: Kiwuak inges ikec
All: Nakwapin daadang

5. Anerae iyong epei bon ibus, iyong epei bon Ekapolon
Iyong epei bon iyai kidiama nooi, Yesu Yesu Kristo
6. Aneni Pei ka Etau angolo ebusan, ka anakibuses ka Akuj
Papa

2. Bass: Anguna ka aosou keng
All: Inges ikisubia iwon daadang
Bass: Ikiinak inges iwon
All: Aosou keng

A-aaaaa, aaaaaa a-aaaaa amen

PROCESSION OF THE WORLD

3. Bass: Anguna ka atyonis keng
All: Inges asubia ngikito daadang
Bass: Inak inges ikes
All: Akira ngaraito
4.

FIRST READING - Tobit 6: 3-9
Tobias left with the angel, and the dog followed behind.
The two walked on, and when the first evening came they
camped beside the River Tigris. Tobias had gone down to
the river to wash his feet, when a great fish leapt out of the
water and all but swallowed his foot. Tobias gave a shout
and the angel said, “Catch the fish; do not let it go”. Tobias
mastered the fish and pulled it on to the bank. The angel

Bass: Anguna ka amin keng
All: Inges eyakunia lokoku keng
Bass: Ikilaku inges iwon
All: Anasecisya
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said, “Cut it open; take out the gall, heart and liver; set
these aside and throw the entrails away, for the gall and
heart and liver have curative properties”.

of the house of Israel. And as you go, proclaim that the
kingdom of heaven in close at hand. Cure the sick, raise
the dead, cleanse the lepers, cast out devils. You received
without charge, give without charge.

Tobias cut the fish open and took out the gall and heart
and liver. He fried part of the fish for his meal and kept
some for salting. Then they walked on again together until
they were nearly in Media.

CREED:
ONUPA PAPA (By Regina Mundi)
Chorus: Onupa Papa (ekasuban) onupa Yesu
(ekalakunan) ke Etau ngolo ebusan anup ayong Akuj Apei

Tobias asked the angel this question, “Brother Azarias,
what can the fish’s heart, liver and gall cure?” He replied,
“You burn the fish’s heart and liver, and their smoke is used
in the case of a man or woman plagued by a demon or evil
spirit; any affliction disappears for good, leaving no trace.

1.

Anup ayo Akuj Papa, olo etiron iboro daada olo
asuban, Nakuj ka akwap, ke Etau olo Ebusan anup
ayo Akuj apei.
Anup ayo Yesu Kristo, Lokoku ke Yesu epei bon
Ekapolon, Ekapolon yok, ke Etau olo Ebusan anup
ayo Akuj apei

2.

Ngolo abu miin nakook, ka atonis ke Etau a olo
Ebusan, kidou Bikira Maria i es ke Etau olo Ebusan
anup ayo Akuj apei Kicanae ikaru a Ponsiyo Pilato
poni kicanae kibubukinoe, Lomusalaba totwan tonukae
ke Etau olo Ebusan anup ayo Akuj apei

3.

Todoyio toma alimbo, kelunyar irwa iuni, toyaru
i es alokatwak ke Etau olo Ebusan anup ayo Akuj
apei Todoka Yesu nakuj, kiboikin aloteten Akuj, a olo
etiron iboro daada ke Etau olo Ebusan anup ayo
Akuj apei

4.

Ka ama ebuni rwanu, akitub ngakiro yok, a ulu
ayarak ka ulu atwak ke Etau ŋolo Ebusan anup ayo
Akuj apei
Anup ayo Etau olo Ebusan, Ekelesiya Katolika olo
Ebusan, akimorikin a ulu ebusak ke Etau olo Ebusan
anup ayo Akuj apei

5.

Alemaro ina a asecisya, ka ayarun ina a awat, ka
akiyar ina nyedaun ke Etau olo Ebusan anup ayo
Akuj apei

6.

A-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-, a-aa-a-a-a-a-a, a-a-a-a-amen ke
Etau olo Ebusan anup ayo Akuj apei

As regards the gall, this is used as an eye ointment for anyone having white spots on his eyes; after using it, you only
have to blow on the spots to cure them.

RESPONSORIAL PSALM
RAPHAEL EMALAIKA NGOLO KA AKUJ 		
(By Achia Martin)
Ref: Raphael emalaika ngolo ka Akuj, ikiyakit Akuj
iyong akitangaleunun ngitunga ngulu ka Akuj ngulu
edyakasi, kitangaleunoe isua daadang x 2
1. Tolimok emalaika Tobias ebe, tocil akook ngina ka ekolia
tolem; apid elinga ka emany, anerae erae ikes ekitoe
2.

Kingit nai Tobias emalaika tema, “Erae mono apid,
elinga ka emany nyo?’’ Tobongok emalaika, erae elinga
ka emany, ikes iritanarete ngitai ngulu aronok

GOSPEL ACCLAIMATION
(Alleluia, alle- alle-lui-a) aa-lleluia x 2
A-alle, alle alleluia, (alleluia) alle- alleluia, (alleluia) alle-alleluia
A-alle-luia x 2
1.
2.

Akibuses toyai neni a Papa ka neni a Lokoku,
Ka neni ke Etau a ngolo Ebusan.
Ikwangina kolong ayiakar enipeiboreen ka jwii jwii
Ka ngikaru ngulu emam nyedaunosi.

GOSPEL Mt. 10: 5-8
These twelve Jesus sent out, instructing them as follows:
“Do not turn your steps to pagan territory, and do not
enter any Samaritan town; go rather to the lost sheep
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1.

Akimuj akeekuwan – oloto emuja
nalitaare k’Ekapolon, idyo oryamutu alacakino.
Akimat ngakeokot – oloto omata
Nalitaare k’Ekapolon, idyo oryamutu alacakino.

2.

Akimuj ngina anakuj…
nalitaare k’Ekapolon…

NYOMO ALEMUNI AYONG			
(By Joseph Apollo Loucho)
Ref: Nyo mono alemu ayong (kire) ainakin Akuj Papa
(Eketiron)
Nyo mono alemuni ayong ainakin Ekapolon kang x 2
1. Ekapolon Akuj (kijaa Iyong) Papa lojoktau Iyong (Papa
ngikosiboro)

EXIT:

Ekapolon Akuj (Papa kijaa Iyong) kijaa amugati na
(Papa kisibu)

TOTO, TOTO MARIA MATA		
(By Dominic Mwenda AJ)

Ekapolon Akuj (Papa kijaa Iyong) Papa irimaana Iyong
(Papa kiterereng Iyong)
2.

Sop: Toto Toto Maria Mata Toto Maria Toto, Toto Maria
Mata Ngina ikitererengitoe x 2

Kijaa eviini lo…

Maata Toto ngina ebusan, Maria ngina esionon, Maria ngina
ajokan, Maria ngina esisila...n Kilipakinae.

HOLY HOLY
Ho-o-o-ly ho-o-o-ly ho-ly Lord God of host
Ho-ly ho-o-o-ly Lo-o-rd God of hosts
Heaven and earth are filled with your glory

Alto: Toto Toto Maria Mata Toto Maria Toto, Toto Maria Mata
Ngina ikitererengitoe x 2

Maata Toto ngina ebusan, Maria ngina esionon, Maria ngina
ajokan, Maria ngina esisila...n Kilipakinae.

Hosanna Hossana Hossana Hossana in the highest x 2

Tenor: Toto Maria toto Toto Maria, Mata Ngina ikitererengi toe x 2
Maata Maria Toto Maria ngina esionon, ngina ajokan, ngina
esisila...n Kilipakinae.

Hosanna Hossana Hossana in the highest
Blessed is he who comes in the name, in the name of the
Lord x 2

Bass: Toto Maria toto Toto Maria, Mata Ngina ikitererengi toe x 2
Maata Maria Toto Maria ngina esionon, ngina ajokan, ngina
esisila...n Kilipakinae.

OUR FATHER: RECITE
AGNUS DEI: IKALE NGINA APAPA 		
(By Longoli Joseph)

1.

Ref: Ikale ikale ngini a papa ngini elemari ngasecisya
nguna alokwap kisioni isua x 2

Irereng iyong Maria alokiding ngaberu ka lokoku kon
Yesu dang ngolo dang erereng.

2.

Kilipakinae Maria aneni a Yesu a lokoku kon isua Lu
ngikonidwe ngikasecak nooi.

3.

Kilipakinae Maria anakwap Ana angina aronon iyong
irai aupal ka akilip kosi

4.

Ibus iyong Maria akilo ngaberu daadang ka lokoku kon
Yesu dang ngolo dang ibus.

Ikale ikale ngini a papa ngini elemari ngasecisya nguna
alokwap Inakinae ekisil, Inakinae ekisil Inakinae ekisil, Inakinae ekisil, Inakinae, Inakinae, inakinae, Inakinae ekisil.

HOLY COMMUNION

ORIMAROS NALITARE 					
(By Joseph Kinei)
Ref: Orimaaros nalitaare k’Ekapolon, angitai angulu
eumenosi Idyo engita akision ikimuji akimuj ngina
adou ana Akuj,
Yesu enyara oloto emuja x 2
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T

he planning for the foundation of Matany Hospital began in 1961. Dr. Corti, who had only recently arrived in Uganda, made contact with the
Ministry of Health to propose the founding of a
mission hospital in Karamoja. The earliest plan was to build
a hospital in Kaabong. However, the government was not
initially supportive, and after much communication, plans
for the hospital stalled for a few years. It was in 1964, when
the diocese of Moroto was created, that Bishop Mazzoldi
picked up the fight for a new hospital in Karamoja.
At first, the government did not support the idea for a hospital in Karamoja, and proposed instead that the hospital be
sited in a more central part of northern Uganda. But Bishop
Mazzoldi and Dr. Corti insisted that the hospital was necessary, and wrote ‘endless letters to explain the Mission’s plans.
Although the newly independent Ugandan government had
plans to build more hospitals around Uganda, their progress
was slow. Because most Karimojong were hostile towards
the government, they did not often go to the government
hospital in Moroto.
However, the Comboni Sisters’ dispensary in Kangole was
more popular, though it could only provide basic health services, and this was an important argument that Bishop Mazzoldi and the Cortis made for the necessity of a new hospital,
which they believed the Karimojong would use.
Finally, in 1965, after lengthy discussions with the Ministry
of Health, it was decided that a hospital should be built in
the Matany area. This location was chosen because it was
the most densely populated part of Karamoja. After much
discussion with the local community, the Church and Bokora
County, Councillors agreed upon a site for the hospital and

plans were drawn up for its first buildings. The next step was
to find funding to build the hospital. Bishop Mazzoldi and
Dr. Corti spent years fundraising: Bishop Mazzoldi wrote to
Church organizations and individuals in Europe for support,
especially Misereor and the dioceses of Milan and Bologna, while the Doctors Corti applied to Canadian NGOs for
funding, because Dr. Lucille Corti was Canadian. But finding funding was very difficult, and eventually it was decided
that the hospital would be built in stages: one building at a
time. This strategy was successful, and in 1968 Propaganda
Fide provided the funds to build an out-patients department
and to sink a borehole for water, and OXFAM Canada agreed
to build a maternity ward. The mission also cut costs where
it could: instead of hiring a contractor to oversee building,
Comboni Brother Giovanni Pedrinolli did this job. The first
matron was Comboni Sister Lorenziana Bignotti.
The initial medical buildings were opened in 1969 (dispensary), 1970 (maternity), 1972 (male ward, female ward, surgical theatre), and 1974 (tuberculosis ward and X-ray department). The first CUAMM volunteers – married doctors
Gigi Rho and Mirella Capra – arrived in 1971, and for a time
they turned the maternity ward into a general hospital, and
even an emergency hospital for three months when a cholera epidemic reached Karamoja in the summer of 1971. The
Comboni Sisters continued with providing nurses, midwives
and other health related professionals. It was with the efforts of Dr. Gigi Rho and friends that a Support Group for
the Hospital was initiated in Milano and since that time is
actively supporting the Hospital with regular donations and
financing projects. From its earliest years, Matany Hospital
put a strong emphasis on primary healthcare, and in 1974
the hospital began to train health educators, with a class
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of 12 students. The focus of the program was preventive
health, and the training began with six months of theoretical and practical education in the hospital. After this, the
health educators went into the villages to educate people
about health, improve hygiene, improve nutrition and introduce new crops, trace children with malnutrition, supervise
the treatment of discharged tuberculosis patients, and collaborated with the Moroto District Health Office’s mass vaccination campaigns.

other severe famine. However, Matany Hospital and its staff
continued, and in 1981 the hospital began another training
program, for nursing aides. These nursing aides were given basic nursing training and worked in the hospital and in
other medical units, like the dispensaries, local health centres, and the hospital’s mobile clinics. A new paediatric ward
was also opened. In 1982, the hospital began building its
nursing school, supported by funds and materials from the
European Economic Community and UNICEF.

The hospital was given the task of vaccinating Bokora County, and established vaccination centres around the county,
which the hospital vaccination team visited regularly. The
health educators were a very important part of facilitating
that programme and encouraging people to be vaccinated.
The hospital also offered antenatal clinics once a week. In
1975, when there was a severe famine in the region, the
health educators also helped in providing food and encouraging people in poor health to visit the hospital.

1984 was a year of challenges and progress for Matany Hospital. In 1983, a fight between the Lango militia and local
warriors left many of the militia dead. The Army carried out
punitive action for several months, which resulted in many
deaths, villages abandoned, and houses burned and looted,
including the homes of hospital staff.

During famines, Matany Hospital admitted a huge number
of people, especially children and old people, who were suffering with diseases related to hunger, such as marasmus,
kwashiorkor, and tuberculosis.

Due to this ongoing Army action, it became difficult to visit
outside dispensaries and carry out mobile clinics. It was also
difficult for patients to move safely, and outpatient attendance dropped by more than 50%. However, in spite of the
difficulties the health educators and vaccinators continued

In 1976, the hospital began to train village health workers,
to augment the work of the health educators. The village
health workers were also provided with some basic medicines to treat the most common diseases. Throughout the
1970s the hospital also established and coordinated dispensaries around the region, and at two sub-dispensaries they
also began running vaccination and antenatal clinics each
week, to reach people closer to their homes. In 1978 the
Ministry of Health and the Italian Ministry of Foreign affairs
signed an agreement through which CUAMM would provide
financial support and medical support for a number of hospitals in northern Uganda.
CUAMM and Misereor continued to be an important resource for Matany, and Misereor funded the erection of
some more of the hospital’s new buildings. 1979 and 1980
were difficult years for the hospital and its staff. In 1979,
the war of liberation led to a period of insecurity. The number
of vaccinations went down because the hospital was not able
to get enough vaccines from Entebbe, Idi Amin’s retreating
soldiers raided the hospital for petrol and vehicles, and fewer patients came to the hospital because they were worried
about the danger of travel. In 1980, drought caused an-
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cal staff from Karamoja increased. Finding qualified medical
staff for the hospital was an ongoing difficulty, because of
its remote location, regional insecurity, and most Ugandans’
belief that Karamoja was a wild and dangerous place. In
spite of these difficulties, the hospital’s Board of Governors
wanted to Africanize the hospital’s leadership, and they
hoped that the Nursing Training School would lead the hospital towards autonomy.

HE President Museveni with Br. Dr. Daniele Giusti
visiting Matany in 1993

their work with few pauses, and later in the year 1984 the
Nursing School was opened. Mr. Rudolph Oryang joined the
hospital as the principal tutor for the school. For the first
time the hospital was also able to hire two newly qualified
Karimojong nurses, and from this time the number of medi-

After the first class of 15 enrolled nurses graduated in 1987,
it did become easier to recruit qualified medical staff. The
school had such a good reputation that within a few years,
the number of students applying to the nursing school from
outside Karamoja began to increase, and in 1993, the Nursing Training School upgraded to provide a Registered Nurse
qualification.
Continuing its commitment to primary healthcare, in 1986,
for the first time Matany Hospital assigned a doctor full-time
to PHC work. The first doctor to take on this position was
also the first Ugandan medical officer to take up a posting at
Matany Hospital: Dr. Emmanuel Kezaala. In 1988, the hospital expanded its primary healthcare work further by creating a new training program for community health worker
trainer/supervisors, and began the process of upgrading its
health education training program by sponsoring a health
assistant for further training.
In 1989, British midwife Sally Graham began a training program for traditional birth attendants (TBAs), with the support of the District Health Office and later Matany. While
working in a mobile clinic, she began building relationships
with TBAs working in nearby areas. She found that ‘these
women are highly intelligent and showed a great interest
in improving their skills’. Most births were taking place in
the villages, so Graham began organizing a training program
for these TBAs, to improve health outcomes for infants and
mothers.
In the pilot scheme, each week she met with 10 TBAs in
Nawanatau and Nakapilimen. They discussed recent cases,
and the TBAs brought in their patients, for treatment and
examination together. In addition to further educating TBAs
about healthy childbirth, the project encouraged TBAs to offer health education about infants and young children, and
to mobilise people for vaccinations and antenatal clinics.
In later years, the program expanded to include a workshop
followed by monthly meetings. When Graham’s project
ended in 1991, a Ugandan midwife and Matany’s Commu-
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nity Based Healthcare team took over the project. By the
1990s, Matany Hospital was also cooperating with a number
of the Ministry of Health’s vertical programmes, including
vaccination, control of diarrhoea, leprosy and tuberculosis
control, AIDS control, health information systems, and the
eradication of Guinea Worm. Guinea Worm was endemic to
the region, and its eradication was a priority of the World
Health Organization. Health Educators, by now called Field
Health Workers, were an important part of running many of
these programs. They achieved especially good results with
immunization, tuberculosis follow-up, and the Guinea Worm
Eradication Program.
In 1992, there was increasing insecurity around Matany,
and several direct attacks on hospital employees. Although
the hospital appealed to local and district authorities to stop
this violence against hospital staff, and the theft of hospital
property, the attacks continued. For some time, the hospital
had to halt all field supervision and out-patient treatment.
This was a very demoralizing situation for the hospital staff
and the community, but after a time the situation improved
and the hospital reopened.
Matany Hospital relied very much on financial support from
outside, but in 1993 this support began to decrease. At
the same time, patient numbers were increasing, recurrent
expenditures were rising, and the government stopped the
importation of donated drugs from overseas. In 1994, the
Medical Superintendent, Comboni Brother Dr. Daniele Giusti, wrote to donors predicting financial troubles ahead. To
cut costs, staff salaries were reduced, and hospital personnel went on strike. Some staff left permanently.
By 1995, there were only two medical officers remaining at
Matany – one Ugandan and one expatriate – to cover 224
beds. The hospital’s catchment area was Bokora County and
Lorengedwat Subcounty, but at this time more than 58%
of the surgical emergencies at Matany came from outside
Bokora County. To help with funding, the hospital and the
district government agreed to start a formal cooperation.
Matany was ‘recognized as the real district referral hospital,
and on the side of curative services its activities are going
beyond district boundaries’.
The government also assisted by posting a medical officer to
Matany, and in addition to sending another expatriate doctor, CUAMM also provided responsibility allowances for the
Ugandan doctors and staff. In spite of this assistance, the
hospital’s financial situation remained worrying. In 1996,

the government introduced a new “living wage” salary, and
these increased wages almost brought the hospital to financial collapse. Fortunately, the Danish Embassy intervened
with emergency financial support, and that allowed the hospital to continue working, and to conduct some much-needed maintenance, especially the Nursing Training School.
Still in 1997 the Hospital faced the challenge of meeting
the recurrent costs of running the Hospital, which seriously
threatened its existence with a possibility of closure of the
Hospital. The Hospital administrator at the time, Comboni
Brother Dr. Daniele Giusti initiated an advocacy campaign
and together with other faith-based health facilities requested government for more funding.
The government through the leadership of minister of health
Hon. Crispus Kiyonga started supporting Private-Not-forProfit (PNFP) health facilities with Primary health care conditional grant in 1997. With the release of Delegated Funds
from the Government in Financial Year 1997/98, the Hospital was assisted to carry out its mandate to care for those
most ill and neglected. It was during this time of assistance
that the management of the Hospital established a plan for
the training of Hospital personnel, which would enable its
activities to be sustainable.
Cattle raids were in the late nineties rampant and many
people lost their lives and livestock. The Hospital was not
spared as its one year prior newly appointed administrator,
Comboni Brother Günther Nährich was seriously injured in
an ambush about 10 km away from the Hospital. Due to the
strong team work within the Hospital Management the work
continued well until he returned 7 months later after his
treatment in Germany.
Due to the insecurity in the Region and changes in the allocation of Medical Officers to Private Not for Profit hospitals,
as well as the opening of many private clinics in the country,
drastically reduced the number of MO’s available to work
in Karamoja. There were years, when the Hospital had only
two/three doctors. Hence,

in 2001 the Hospital began contracting short-term physicians and surgeons to fill the gap created by the loss of
Ugandan Medical Officers. Various Organisations assisted
and include: Senior Expert Service, Horizont 3000, Catholic
Medical Mission Board and private individuals on a private
contract basis. In the year 2000, the support group TOYAI,
Italy started supporting the Hospital with financial aid as
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well as occasional visits and practise by young doctors. In
2001 support from STACC, Scotland started and developed
over the years into a strong partnership for the care of children. A first phase of major renovation of the Hospital infrastructure through changing asbestos roofs with iron sheets,
painting and the repair of several Hospital buildings was
carried out from 2000 to 2002, as well as the building of a
semi-detached house for Tutors/Doctors (DANIDA).
In 2002 a programme for HIV/AIDS called REACH (Responding through Education and Care to HIV) was initiated. Together with this, counselling services have become well-established in the Hospital. In July 2003 the first Karimojong
Medical Doctor, Dr. James Lemukol (currently the District
Health Officer of Napak District) was contracted. In 2007 he
became the first Karimojong Medical Director, following the
CUAMM Doctor Stefano Vincentini.
The Hospital continued in building several staff houses donated by DKA Austria, DANIDA and a private Donor. Second
renovation activities, such as exchanging of asbestos roofs
with iron sheets, raising the buildings of OPD, extending
the General Store, installation of a solar system for the staff
houses, took place from 2004 to 2007. Later the Hospital
kitchen was renovated and the Theatre extended.
In 2008 a computer lab was established in the NTS Library
to facilitate the Diploma Nurses in writing their research.
The second Paediatric Ward was inaugurated and blessed
on the 11th February 2010 on the Day of the Sick by Bishop Giuseppe Filippi of Kotido Diocese. On the same day the
Nursing Training School celebrated its 25th anniversary. On
the 17th May 2010 midwifery training started in Matany with
a group of 16 CM-students.
In 2011 the extension of Maternity Ward was started as the
number of deliveries in the Hospital was steadily increasing
and also in view of contracting an Obstetrician and Gynaecologist. As it proofed at times difficult to get all the needed components for proper x-Ray services it was decided in
2014 to purchase a device which portrays the images digitally. The central unit is a “Carestream vita cr”.
In order to make best use of this carestream it was necessary
to have a central and connect all the wards. With this it was
now possible to see the x-Rays on the monitor in the various
wards and Theatre. The Laboratory was extended in 2014
as to join the SLMTA/SLIPTA programme. It was assessed by
Central Public Health Laboratories and was rated a star 2
laboratory in 2017. Further it was assessed by ASLM (Af-

rican Society for Laboratory Medicine) and appraised as a
star 3 laboratory and recently accredited to SANAS (South
Africa National Accreditation System). In 2015 the Hospital
was connected to the National Electricity Grid after constructing a transformer house and the purchase of a strong
transformer with stabiliser through the technical support of
BBM/Austria.
Due to the high demand of oxygen and the difficult logistics
to purchase oxygen cylinders from Kampala an Oxygen Generating Plant was installed in 2016, connecting all the wards
with this important facility. In a second phase to improve
the X-Ray services, a new x-Ray machine was purchased and
installed in 2017. 2017 and beginning of 2018 a new fresh
water ring line for the Hospital, the NMTS and staff houses
was laid and two new water tanks a’ 50 m³ put up.
The two old water tanks with the capacity of 40 m³ each,
were reconditioned and connected to the rain water system. One of these rain water tanks serve the laundry, while
the other one is reserved for the firefighting water system,
which was as well installed. 2019 a detector for the X-Ray
Department was purchased, assisting in making digital images and storing them directly to the computer system. A
second one reached in 2021. By that the x-Ray images can
be viewed at once with a LAN in the various wards, OT and
OPD. In 2020 the sterilisation unit in theatre was overhauled
and a new autoclave installed.
With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in April and May
2020 the Hospital made adjustments and preparations for
an Isolation Ward with 16 beds. It was only in April and May
2021 that patient numbers reduced but continued to rise
from June 2020 onwards. The Hospital operates since then
with full capacity and is most of the time 100% occupied.
The activities in the Health Sub District and to hard-to-reach
areas are fully operational. The Hospital has a number of
future plans.
Currently it is strengthening its specialised clinical services
like surgery, gynaecology and neonatal care for which Matany is a major provider of such care in the region. Maintaining
the nursing and midwifery school and capacity building of
hospital staff remain key to the institution.
Apart from formal training, CME and CPD are part of staff
development. Primary health care services through the
community health department are to continue focusing on
health promotion and disease prevention.
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First and second group at NTS Matany, possibly 1986

First Certificate Nurses students group 1984 to 1987
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Celebrating 50 Years of a Rare Facility

I

t is my distinct honor and high privilege

able diseases, we must give them the services

in the name of Our Lord to greet all on

necessary to cure these diseases.” Matany

this 50th anniversary event to celebrate

Hospital has ably fulfilled this vision of Bish-

an important milestone in the history

op Sisto Mazzoldi today. Fulfillment of this

of a hospital, Matany Hospital. This hospital

vision goes with costs. For years past the

which started as a modest health program has

hospital progressive development has been

shaped through the years and has today be-

dependent of expatriate donations. These

come a local, national and international entity of

donations have however diminished to a level

focus with its theme: “We dress the wound and God

one would think of increasing charges.

heals it”. The fundamental contribution of the hospital

However, this will go against the wishes of the found-

is health care: curative and preventive with focus on the very
poorest and vulnerable of the Karimojong population. The majority
of the vulnerable population are women and children. The Primary
Health Care programs of the hospital through education are impacting on the health attitudes of the local communities.
I remember Dr Gigi Rho the first medical doctor and the Comboni
Sisters had to put a stiff fight on local women to retain them and
their newly born babies in hospital after delivery because they
wanted immediately to escape home with the babies and the afterbirth. They believed that the afterbirth should be buried in the
cows’ kraal immediately it dropped off and the naming of the baby
to be done specifically at home by old women. This fight has been
successful and now local women have changed their attitudes towards delivery in hospital.
We are celebrating our achievements/strengths and failures aggregated over the 50 years of the hospital existence. This means we
shall build on our successes to further improvements in our services
to the people of God and our identified failures to strengthen our
search and endeavors to turn these short- comings into strengths.
In subsequent years of the life of the hospital, shortage of staff
became a big challenge. This was partly solved by establishing a
Nurses and Midwifery Training school to produce our own workforce. These quality nurses/midwives serve in other health facilities
in the region. This is a tremendous contribution by the hospital to
the people of Karamoja and her neighbors.
I warmheartedly thank the Comboni Missionaries who started this
hospital under the Apostolic guidance of the first Bishop of Moroto Diocese (which by then included the current Kotido Diocese),
Rt. Rev. Sisto Mazzoldi (RIP). I still vividly remember the visionary

ers because the poorest in our communities will not afford these
costs and will “die of curable diseases” as stated by Bishop Mazzoldi
above. The hospital still extends a hand for any support to continue with services of saving lives at lowest costs. My thanks go to the
Government of the Republic of Uganda for granting the hospital
status of Private but not for Profit hospital and supporting the PHC
programs. I thank the Local Government of Napak for supporting
the hospital with seconded staff and all other technical support.
The performance of Matany Hospital has very much merited from
guidance given by Uganda Catholic Medical Bureau as evidenced
by the annual assessments results. I thank all Hospital administrators, medical and non-medical staff, former and current. Without
your diligence, perseverance and hard work, there would be nothing worth celebrating in this hospital.
I thank the Board of Trustees of the Hospital chaired by His
Lordship, Damiano Guzzetti Bishop of Moroto Diocese. Thank you
for your esteemed guidance I thank the members of the Board of
Governors and the Board’s sub committees for guiding the development of the hospital. My felicitations go to Partners who have
and are still supporting the hospital in one way or another
Lastly, I thank the local communities of Matany and neighbors
for friendly co-existence between them and the hospital. This
support, I believe is a reciprocation of the support the hospital
gives to the locals like employment of professionals and non-professionals.
May the Lord in his infinite Goodness bless the hospital, its benefactors,
all those working in it and all aspirations of the hospital.

statement Bishop Mazzoldi made when he addressed us in Nadiket

PAUL SILOI ABUL

Seminary in 1967, he said; “the people of Karamoja are dying of cur-

Chairman Board of Governors St. Kizito Hospital, Matany
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Celebrating a significant milestone!

W

e are proudly celebrating a sig-

continue. Another big milestone in the history

nificant milestone in the his-

of Matany Hospital, is the opening in 1984

tory of St. Kizito - Matany

of the Nursing and Midwifery School. The

Hospital – its Golden An-

school is now considered as one of the best

niversary! Fifty years of compassion and

institutions in the Country for nursing and

care, providing affordable and easily ac-

midwifery education and those trained in

cessible health care solutions in the region

this school, it is well known that they get

of Karamoja and beyond. It has not been an

employed without much difficulty.

easy journey but it has certainly been and it will

It is a matter to be proud of! Nursing/Midwife-

continue to be a Blessed One! THE COMBONI MIS-

ry is more than just a profession; it is a vocation to

SIONARY SISTERS FEEL VERY PRIVILEGED FOR HAVING
BEEN PART OF THIS JOURNEY… A committed partnership which
still continues today though in a much reduced share..., the CMS
and the Hospital Management, I believe, have always felt proud of
each other contribution to this great journey of faith and social
development of people, in this beautiful and challenging region of
Karamoja.
Over the years the hospital has grown and evolved tremendously,
from an OPD and small Maternity Unit in early seventies, to where
it is today, a Hospital of excellence well beyond its catchment area
in Bokora County! “We dress the wound but it is God who heals it“.
It is the motto of St. Kizito, Matany Hospital - In fact our work is to
help Jesus to carry out its healing mission.

become the extended healing hands of Christ. I pay my
respects to all, the Management, the Tutors, today represented
by the Missionary Sisters of Mary Mother of the Church, their Assistants, the former and present students, as they continue to be
faithful to their mission, so well expressed in their logo: Love and
Service.

Finally, I like to address a special vote of thanks, on behalf of the
Comboni Sisters of this Province and mine, to each member of the
inner family of the Hospital with whom we, CMS, have been working throughout the years. Allow me to mention but just a few: the
CUAMM Doctors and the Rho Family, the Founders and Pioneers
of the Institution, the Comboni Missionaries, Brothers and Fathers

who built the Hospital first, and later served in various capacities
The Hospital started to operate with just a few members of staff and they are still continuing in the person of Bro. Gunther, the CEO
(Cuamm Doctors, Nurses and Staff of various departments, major- who brought the Hospital to the admirable stage we see today.
ity trained on the job), and indeed, this small nucleus of people

performed miracles in the prevention of diseases and care of the The local Community of the CMS, who though reduced in number,
sick. Now the Staff has greatly increased and not only in number are still very passionate about the roles they are playing in the
but also in talents and creativity thus assuring a quality standard evangelization Ministry inside and outside the Hospital. The Missionary Srs. of Mary Mother of the Church, in the Training School,
of service to the sick arriving at his gate.
Religious personnel of Matany Parish and Moroto Diocese and GovI believe, the celebration of the Golden Jubilee, is not just the Insti- ernment Health Authorities, the innumerable Benefactors/Voluntution anniversary, it’s an anniversary of a family, Matany. A large teers who through their generosity made this dream to become the
family, again composed by various partners; the most important reality which stand before our eyes.
one, being the patients, without them, their appreciation and their
A big round of applause to you all, for being a luminous sign of the
trust, today we would not be here to celebrate… the Staff Memcompassionate love of Christ for the poor and the sick. May God
bers at various level, the Hospital Administration team, the DioceBless and reward you all!
san and Government Authorities, the outside Community, who has
been walking, protecting and supporting the hospital from the very
first day of its existence and along the journey which has lasted 50
years, a strong bond which enable the Institution to go through a
countless number of sunny and cloudy days and I pray that it will

SR. LIGINA FRISON
Comboni Missionary Sisters
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D

ear Staff, friends and all well-wishers of St.
Kizito-Matany Hospital, I join you in thanking God
for the 50 years of existence and dedicated service to the Kingdom of God. The fact that we celebrate this jubilee points to your faithfulness to God who
commands us to take care of one another.
It is also a testimony of responsibility and ability to work together as a team. While it is true that boundaries and walls,
visible and invisible are becoming more common in our societies thus separating populations from one another, St.
Kizito has proved to be a place known for bringing together people of different languages, colours, tribes and faiths.
Keep shining even though as a lone star in an ever-darkening sky. You are making a difference!
I give glory to God for the many men and women, religious
and lay, who have been and who are part of St. Kizito-Matany Hospital. You have allowed your hands and all your fac-

ulties to be used by God in order to bring healing to suffering humanity. In a world where selfishness is believed by
many to be the easiest way to self-fulfilment, this Institution
has kept proclaiming the gospel of selflessness, self-sacrifice and love as the true foundation of human living. True
to your motto, you have indeed dressed many wounds and
God has done the healing!
We are proud of the existence of this medical facility and
I pray that God may continue blessing St Kizito-Matany
Hospital. Just as Abraham was blessed by God to become a
channel of blessing for the nations, may St. Kizito continue
being a channel of divine blessing and healing for the
multitudes.

FR. ACHILLES KIWANUKA KASOZI MCCJ
Provincial Superior
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Sr. Luigina, Fausta at childrens ward

Sr. Giovanna and Br. Günther
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The Life Giving Oasis’
St. Kizito Hospital Matany, Karamoja

A

visit to St. Kizito Hospital Matany is always a bless-

The celebrations of the golden jubilee of St. Kizito hospital will

ing, one will naturally wear a smile on their face. It

mark fifty years of faith, love and hope of the Comboni Family:

does not matter from the direction one enters the

the Priests, the Religious Brothers, and the Religious Sisters whose

gate of the hospital, it will appear a surprise to find

witness to Christ is vividly seen in action. It is a sign of total giv-

such an orderly and neatly kept compound and the calm inhab-

ing expecting holistic growth and healing for the beneficiaries; the

itants all around. Trees of different species, height and sizes

populations of Karamoja and beyond.

add a beautiful value to the environment of St. Kizito hospital.

Congratulations to the St. Daniel Combon Family, the Partiners, the

In spite of the long dry seasons in Karamoja, the atmosphere

hospital Board of Governors, the Management and the staff of St.

remains cool confirming the benefits of a forest.

Kizito Hospital Matany for the many lives you have touched.

The structures seem to have had technical planners right from

My sincere gratitude to all the brave men and women of faith, the

the beginning as they are well arranged in the right positions

missionaries who put their hands and hearts together to creatively

for their proper purposes. St. Kizito Hospital Matany is a life giv-

make Matany a conducive health facility for humanity.

ing facility for everyone who goes there, a lot of people go there

We appreciate your non discriminating service that attracts pa-

daily for different reasons, the majority of course for medical

tients from many places beyond Karamoja.

treatment, while others may go for water to drink and yet a few

May the Lord continue to bless everyone serving in His vine yard

may just want to reach the place, admire it and later in the day
return to their respective places.

and may He give eternal rest to those who started this noble work

The natives who go to the hospital are never in any hurry to

I am with you in praising and giving thanks and glory to God for

and are no longer with us.

leave, they sit and share all kinds of stories among themselves

the gift of St. Kizito Hospital Matany . I wish you very fruitful cel-

as if Matany was a second home for them. There would never

ebrations.

have been a better gift for the people of Matany -Karamoja and
beyond than this fully functioning St. Kizito hospital that stands

SR. SOPHIA ASIIMWE, MSMMC

like an oasis in the heart of Matany scattered homes.
Indeed the people in the area express their gratefulness by visiting the facility often and keeping peace in the surrounding.
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Message from the Parish Priest

O

Furthermore, we can’t ignore the fact that

n this day, we join our hearts togeth-

for fifty years, St. Kizito Hospital, Matany has

er in thanksgiving to the Almighty God

been an asset to the community of Karamoja and the

for the abundant blessings upon our Hospital as it completes fifty years of devoted and fruitful

neighboring districts - training Nurses and midwives (through our

service to the Church and the society. For fifty years, St. Kizito

training school) for the service to the people, educating people in

Hospital Matany exercised dedicated service to the people of God

prevention of sicknesses and in preservation of health, and pro-

within and outside Karamoja region, responding with love and

moting public health. Consequently, I say congratulations to all

action in all circumstances. Guided by the Hospital’s motto - “We

the members of the Administrative, Nursing and medical staff of

dress the wounds and God heals”; our medical team – Doctors and
Nurses treat the patients with full awareness that they are only instruments in the Hands of God, called to participate in the healing
ministry of Christ. It’s against this background that the Organizing
Committee decided to keep the very Hospital motto for the theme
of our Golden Jubilee celebration.

the Hospital, especially those in the PHC.

For fifty years, St. Kizito Hospital, Matany has offered service not

the daily management of the Hospital on behalf of the Board of

only to the sick bodies, but also to troubled souls, anxious minds
and burdened hearts through the Hospital Pastoral Care givers
team. Through this team, which I have been part of for six years
now; sick bodies, troubles souls, anxious minds and burdened
hearts have received God’s healing touch. For these years that I
have participated in this healing ministry, I have witnessed several
sick and dying patients recovering and going back home well again
after receiving the Sacrament of Anointing of the sick. In our sharing as Hospital Pastoral Care givers, the members have also testi-

With pleasure I acknowledge all who have been responsible for
these fifty years of service delivery, especially the Comboni
Missionaries of the Heart of Jesus (MCCJ), the Comboni Missionary Sisters (CMS), the Missionary Sisters of Mary Mother of the
Church (MSMMC) and the lay people who are directly involved in
Trustees of Moroto Diocese.
With them, I join in expressing gratitude to all the people who
have loyally supported St. Kizito Hospital since its foundation, our
good benefactors and friends–great and small who have given us
of their means possible, the Board of Governor, the rest in administration team, our faithful and skilled medical staff - Doctors and
Nurses, our esteemed School of nursing and midwifery, Hospital
Pastoral Care givers team and our energetic supportive staff.

fied to the healing power of Jesus in the Sacrament of Anointing.

May this celebration help us all to look back with gratitude on

Good numbers of patients have received Sacraments of Baptism,

the work that has been accomplished for the last fifty years and

Confirmation, Reconciliation (Penance) and Holy Communion (at

to build on the next fifty years of fruitful healthcare service with

the sick bed), thanks to the effort of the Hospital Pastoral Care giv-

great hope and trust in God’s unfailing providence.

ers team. Also, some few couples got the Sacrament of Holy Mat-

A joyful celebration of Golden Jubilee to all!

rimony at the sick bed. Eucharistic Celebrations and Adorations
have always been special and holy moments for patients, their at-

FR. DENIS OLOK MCCJ

tendants and the staff to encounter the Lord. Not forgetting the

The Parish Priest, Matany Parish

prayer of Rosary done in every ward and at the Hospital Grotto.
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Student weighing baby at Young Child Clinic
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Statement from the Chairperson CEC

G

high funding. St. Kizito Hospital Matany has

uest of honour, Ministers, political

survived the odds and continued to rise above

leaders, religious, SKHM staff of the

daunting challenges faced, both from outside and

past and the present, friends, well-wish-

inside. The commitment, dedication and adaptability you

ers, Jubilarians, Ladies and Gentlemen.

Today’s celebration calls us all to rejoice over the marvellous deeds
worked by God through this simple, humble and dedicated hos-

pital and its personnel, as well as its enthusiastic friends. It has been

have shown under exceptional circumstances is commendable and
inspirational. Your performance has lifted the standard of health
delivery in Karamoja and your triumph is celebrated by us all.

a pretty remarkable fifty years by any standards.

This golden jubilee is an occasion for us to acknowledge with grati-

There have been ups and downs, but anyone who remembers what

tude the loyalty and support which we have received from so many

things were like after those many years of watching services or
working for St. Kizito Hospital Matany during years back, will appreciate immense changes achieved since then. The hospital has
expanded in all fields and contributed to an increase of health pro-

people since the inception of St. Kizito Hospital Matany. Especially
those of you who have St. Kizito Hospital Matany at heart, who financially and materially helped the hospital or its work. I would like
to assure you that your work is particularly recognised as central

fessionals in Karamoja and the neighbouring districts.

to this Jubilee celebration.

I would like to congratulate the government of Uganda, donors, part-

I also hope that this time of celebration in Napak and across Kar-

ners, governing body, the Hospital Administration, the hospital
staff, the staff and students of the Nursing School on the celebration of this Golden Jubilee. Gold is the standard of exemplary purity
and excellence since time immemorial and I am very happy to be a
part of this milestone of St. Kizito Hospital Matany.
St. Kizito Hospital Matany, instituted in 1970, not only provided opportunity for the sick in Karamoja and the neighbouring regions
but also to young women and men who wanted to enter the health
profession and participate in supporting the medical conditions of
vulnerable persons envisioned by the Founders. It is indeed a matter of satisfaction that St. Kizito Hospital Matany has successfully
striven for the protection of health rights of the ordinary folks.

amoja will not simply be an occasion to be nostalgic about the past
but an opportunity to make us look forward to the future with
confidence and hope. I am quite convinced that St. Kizito Hospital
Matany is leaving its footprints in the sands of time and will be
remembered always.
Let us also remember and pray for all those who made an invaluable contribution for the survival of St. Kizito Hospital Matany to
be what it is up to now. I further pay tribute to the resilience and
determination of those who joined together organising to make
this celebration a success.
My faith in the future of St. Kizito Hospital is fully justified by its
current achievements. Based on this, I once again congratulate you

Allow me to state that you are the proud inheritors and flag bearers
of a wonderful tradition of being in the fortunate position to give
the patients and the Karimojong the greatest gift of all, the gift
of curative care and knowledge. Sustaining health care is a major
challenge, especially in the public health sector which demands

all on reaching this Golden Jubilee Milestone. May you continue to
flourish for all times to come.

DEBASSET PETER

Chairperson CEC of the Golden Jubilee Celebration
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Bp Filippi during the blessing of the new children’s ward in 2010
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A TIME TO REFLECT AND REPOSTION FOR A
MOMENT OF UNCERTAIN FUTURE

U

ganda Catholic Medical Bureau (UCMB), is the national office for the Uganda Episcopal Conference
(UEC) responsible for coordination, oversight, guidance, advocacy, liaison, representation and other

related functions for the health services of the Catholic Church in
Uganda and is the largest non-State network of health services in
the country. UCMB joins everybody else in congratulating Matany
hospital for its growth, sustained high quality of services as well
as for being very pro-poor in line with the mission of the Catholic
health services in Uganda.

Rt Rev Damiano Giulio Guzzetti, and all the previous Bishops, the
Chairman and members of the Board of Governors and all the previous ones, the Comboni Missionaries who are supporting the hospital, the staff and all people who use the services of the hospital
upon this celebration marking 50 years of existence of the hospital.
UCMB pays special tribute to the first (Comboni) Missionaries who
arrived in Kangole in 1933, led by Fr. Luigi Molinaro, who previously was the first Parish Priest in Moyo. In particular we pay tribute to
Rev. Fr. Elia Ciapetti who was the first Parish Priest in 1967. But the
journey of the Catholic faith which led eventually to opening of the

Matany is one of the Catholic Church’s flagship hospitals. It is ded-

hospital started with visits by catechists from Nyakwae area (now

icated to St. Kizito, the youngest of the Uganda Martyrs. Dedica-

in Abim District). Their contribution is also appreciated.

tion to St Kizito symbolizes the hospital’s commitment to serving

We must also make specific recognition and give appreciation to

the least privileged. We are very proud of the current and previous

the Comboni Missionary Sisters (CMS) who in 1968 opened the

well-focused leadership and foresight management as well as the

health center which is now Matany hospital and the first Medical

staff of the hospital. These include Bishop of Moroto diocese, the

Superintendent of the Hospital, Dr. Gigi Rho, who was sent by CUA-
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MM. I had the privilege of later working with Dr

level in the country. We also thank all who have

Gigi Rho from 1983 in Lacor hospital. The Lord

and still continue to support human resource

said to Moses on Mt Sinai (Leviticus 25: 8-11)

production by this hospital. The competen-

8 “Count off seven sabbath years-seven times

cy level of the nurses produced by Matany

seven years-so that the seven sabbath years

Nurses Training School, many of whom the

amount to a period of forty-nine years. 9

hospital employs, contributes to its perfor-

Then have the trumpet sounded everywhere

mance.

on the tenth day of the seventh month; on the

However, Leviticus 25:11 “do not reap what

Day of Atonement sound the trumpet through-

grows of itself or harvest untended vines” re-

out your land. 10 Consecrate the fiftieth year and

minds us to work, to saw, and take care of what we

proclaim liberty throughout the land to all its inhabi-

are growing. The missionaries planted Matany hospital

tants. It shall be a jubilee for you; each of you is to return to
your family property and to your own clan. 11 The fiftieth year
shall be a jubilee for you; do not sow and do not reap what grows
of itself or harvest the untended vines”.
The contribution of Matany hospital to health services in the Karamoja region has more-or-less been reflected on and appreciated
by the whole country for a long time. Under the leadership of Br.
Dr Daniele Giusti, in 1997 Matany hospital (and Nyapea hospital)
were at the frontline in initiating talks with government that eventually led government to giving the Primary Health Care Conditional Grant to what are now called private-not-for-profit (PNFP)

and tended to it for 50 years. We should now not only demand to
have or to receive but to also help maintain the services. Health
service has increasingly become both wide in scope and complex in
nature, demanding higher investment and operational cost. Unfortunately, provision of high quality and pro-poor services especially
by rural PNFP facilities as very visible in Matany hospital has also
been greatly misunderstood and has become the undoing of the
facilities.
The common belief in both the general population and even some
important offices in the country is that the missionaries give a lot of dona-

facilities.

tions to private-not-for-profit (PNFP) facilities and this is expected

The most recent and still vividly remembered is the cost to the

to support these facilities. Some think Catholic church facilities are

COVID 19 patient that was almost unbelievably subsidized close
to 100%. It is therefore on one side the time to blow the trumpet everywhere for the hospital. It is the time to celebrate liberty
from inaccessibility to care over the years, and making health care
affordable to the Karamoja region that has the highest poverty

to continue ad infinitum. Some even fight the effort of government
funded by the Vatican.
The fact is that the missionaries cannot continue with the high
level of support forever as their fatigued arms are
beginning to drop and fall fast. But we want to continue reaping
the same quality of service from hospitals like Matany without sustained funding. To even sustain the current scope and quality of
services requires that the funding gap is filled. This means without
increased local support, reaping the same or better quality and
volume of services will soon become impossible.
The first appeal of UCMB is to the government of Uganda to increase support to PNFP facilities, and preferentially give even more
support to rural ones like Matany and others who are doing a great
job. We also appeal to other partners to support them, especially
in term of human resource cost as well as human resource production in the training school.
God bless,

DR SAM OROCHI ORACH
Executive Secretary
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A story of mutual
learning

M

atany’s story is fifty years old and has continued
to grow, flourish and bear fruit over the years. A
story that began with the hope and courage of
a couple of young doctors and that has involved

many friends and mobilised many lives, professional and human
experiences. The history of the Matany Hospital in Karamoja, which
opened in the summer of 1971, has been continuously intertwined
with that of Doctors with Africa Cuamm in Uganda, so much so that
the Matany hospital and its history are in some ways a paradigm of
Cuamm’s mission and strategy. I would like to mention some fundamental insights. First and foremost, the choice of the last mile: the
Matany hospital is located in the Napak district in Karamoja, one of
the most rural and peripheral areas of the country, arid for most of
the year (with the exception of the more fertile and cultivable areas
to the north and south), inhabited by various ethnic groups, pastoralists and nomads, who remain among the poorest in the world.
Its construction was a gamble taken by the Comboni Missionaries, who were motivated to build a health facility for these people
and found a response from the authorities at the time, thanks to
the identification of a place at least five kilometres away from the
main road and halfway between Moroto and Soroti (65 kilometres),
practically in the middle of nowhere. Now there is a hospital with
284 beds in a village of 5,000 inhabitants, linked by several daily
buses between Moroto and Kampala. Together with the clinical dimension, the hospital has always expressed the choice of training
through the construction of the adjoining nursing school in 1984,
which is currently also a school for midwives and hosts over one
hundred students a year.
The commitment to its funding has always represented the challenge of being able to guarantee access to preventive and curative
services, albeit basic ones, to one of the poorest populations on the
planet: with prudent and frugal management, the continuous balancing of costs borne by patients (contained at 10-20% of current
costs) and the search for donors and projects to support current
costs, development, and maintenance. Along with this a rigorous
institutional sustainability has been achieved.
A credibility developed and maintained over time by guaranteeing access to the poorest, but also quality services for the whole
region and beyond, which have continually attracted attention
from local, national, and also international authorities. In addition,
it has become a research laboratory and a stimulus for Public Private Partnership policies: in the nineties the hospital could boast
an accounting system capable of defining the cost of services by
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from health management to data collection,

cost centre; an information system that, although basic, could show the volume and

to teaching in the school of nurses and

quality of services offered, becoming a

midwives attached to the hospital, which

hospital management model for the

graduates around thirty new staff every

whole of Uganda. There is also the com-

year. It is consistently ranked among

mitment to the development of local

the best training schools in the country.

human resources: from the beginnings,

Many of these new midwives and nurs-

when all the doctors were Cuamm’s and

es also come to work with us where they

the managerial cadres were Combonians, to

are most needed, such as in South Sudan

the most recent days, when for several years

where one of them is a tutor in the Lui Midwife-

now the doctors and the Health Director have been

ry School in South Sudan.

Ugandan and the international Combonians’ managerial fig-

This shows the power of investment in human resources, which

ures are limited to the CEO.

are the weakest link on the African continent. Matany is also

All this has been achieved by providing a place of care and

teaching Hospital for the many young Ugandan doctors who

training, but also an example of a different way of living,

graduated from Makerere University in Kampala and did a year’s

working and relating ‘with’ Africa: Over time, Matany has be-

internship at the Hospital alongside more senior Ugandan and

come the daily expression of the immersion of many Com-

Italian doctors.

boni missionaries and Cuamm aid workers within a context

In this sense, Matany is developing a model to be followed in the

of extreme food fragility (with famine linked to the season-

future. Over the last few years more than twenty young Italian

ality of the rains), economic-social fragility (with tribal clash-

postgraduates in various disciplines, from many cities in Italy,

es) and insecurity in transfers due to the frequent clashes

have also been involved, together with the young Ugandan doc-

involving many local patients, hospitalised with gunshot
wounds, and international Comboni and Cuamm staff.

tors, who on a day-to-day basis learn and experience the profes-

After fifty years, the Matany Hospital is still there, in a con-

that puts the patient at the centre, A sort of twinning, an inter-

sion, the closeness to the patient, what it means to provide care

text that remains difficult and with very slow development,

action between generations of doctors from Italy to Karamoja. A

perhaps against all reasonable evidence of survival from an

great value, because this strong experience becomes unforget-

economic point of view. It expresses the tenacity of those

table, life-changing, on a personal level and from a professional

who continue to want and believe that it is a duty to offer

point of view. With you and your local colleagues, the universities

accessible care to those who would otherwise not be able to

and hospitals of origin also grow.

access it. Therefore, Matany is a prophetic sign of the future

Studies, in-depth studies, research, and scientific publications

we want to build. Doctors with Africa Cuamm cannot stop to

are launched. Africa deserves attention, quality, and care. It is

play its part for the population of Karamoja by supporting

necessary to raise the level, within each specific context, in that

the continuity, further development, and adaptation to the

environment, in that situation. Then we grow together, they with

context of the Matany Hospital.

us, we with them.

I would like to express my heartfelt thanks to all our travelling companions, and, particularly to the group in Matany:

The hospital in Matany is a sign of an Africa that is not a burden,

in these fifty years we have walked together to support the

a misfortune that happened close to home, beyond the Mediter-

Hospital and make it what it is today, with its 284 beds, a

ranean, as many people think. Rather, it is an opportunity for

large Hospital, in a large region, Karamoja, of one million

growth, a chance to think about a model for a global future, as

inhabitants.

the Covid-19 pandemic has shown us. We are one planet, one

From the beginning, thanks to Gigi Rho and Mirella Capra,

world. It shows us a path; it is a sign of prophecy for the future

the hospital breathed together with the surrounding health

we want to build together.

centres, communities, and districts, becoming a reference

Thank you, Matany Hospital!

centre. Today, it currently carries out over 40,000 outpa-

FR. DANTE CARRARO

tient consultations, 14,000 inpatients and 1,300 assisted
deliveries a year: an incredible service for the entire region.

Director CUAMM

It has become a teaching hospital for various disciplines:
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50 Years and going…

I

t’s difficult to express in few words the emotions that

What an incredible challenge it must be to make it work:

this Golden Jubilee triggers in my heart. I spent in Mata-

the clip from UBC on the occasion of the Parliamentary committee

ny twelve years of my professional and missionary life,

meeting says it all. I re-lived many such occasions when I saw visi-

from 1986 to 1998. When I think of those years I vividly

tors struck by all the good work done by staff with their manage-

remember the first impressions that registered in my mind. They

ment. Almost always what is being said is obvious: it is striking that

were four: two plain considerations, statement of facts, and two

in such a remote environment the sick find so much quality and so

questions. The considerations: 1. What a beautiful hospital! 2. What

much dedication, at such affordable cost for them. It is an obvious

an incredible challenge it must be to make it work as it does! One

statement of fact for a non-obvious reality.

question for me: 3. Will I ever be able to make significant contribution? One question for God: 4. Does this hospital have future?.
These four “first impressions” did not leave me but accompanied
my service till its end and beyond. After I left, I kept reading, times
and again, the Annual Reports that are faithfully produced each
year: from the closer point of observation of UCMB while I worked
there (till 2009) and, with less regularity, till now, from the distance
of Rome, the Comboni Missionaries’ Headquarters. One thing that
strikes me is that all the four “first impressions” still hold true today! Perhaps it’s better if I try to explain …..

daring choices of the Hospital founders, and I found myself muttering: “if only they had chosen a place closer to a main road…. If only

they had chosen a place with more water…. If only they had chosen
a larger town …”. I am sure that some of this “muttering” would
still be justified now and I would not be surprised if Dr Nsubuga,
Bro Guenther or any other member of the Management Team and
the Board, in the most trying moments of the hospital life, would
confess to harbouring some of these “ifs”.
On the other hand, today something has become more obvious:

What a beautiful hospita:

with and ever-increasing sense of wonder my first impression is still
confirmed. It is with a deep sense of admiration that I look at what
the hospital – and its people too -

In the most trying moments of my service, I often thought of the

have become in the 29 plus

years since I left and read of all the accomplishments since. The
images I get from internet and from video clips I can watch renew
that impression of neatness, care for detail, care for the beauty
of flowers, the persistently maintained cleanliness, the tidiness of
uniforms….. It is still a beautiful Hospital indeed!!!

wherever a large institution lives and operates, there occurs a great
change in the surrounding environment. What was once a remote
and forlorn place starts becoming a centre of attraction for people,
and with this comes development and the economy of service. I still
remember our elation when we realised that the first regular bus
services to and from Kampala started making a detour to Matany.
I am sure that Matany now is a regular bus station for many lines.
There was a time when the survival of the Hospital depended on

Br. Dr. Daniele Giusti with Bishop Mattiazzo of Padova, visiting Matany,1993
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the functioning of the airstrip. I am sure that

evidently very high in the agenda of the Hospi-

the Airport nowadays has become almost

tal Management. Inevitably, there is another

redundant…. I have often thought at an

aspect of sustainability: money. A Hospital

analogy with Monasteries in Middle Age

like Matany needs a lot of money to run; the

Europe: with the passage of time what

more quality and services the Hospital of-

used to be a simple gathering of few people

fers, the more money it needs. Matany hospi-

at a prayer place, saw the development of

tal does not want to profit from people; it does

many other initiatives, business and services,

not want to exclude anyone from its services, re-

trade and learning, rest and solace….

gardless of his/her capacity to contribute. The con-

I like to think of Matany Hospital and other similar

tribution it asked then and is asking now from people

institutions of the Church as the Monasteries of our day in Af-

is only a fraction of the cost of producing the service it provides.

rica: places created to bear witness to God’s care for the weak and
the sick that have grown beyond that initial purpose into towns
and cities and places of learning and development. It’s the longterm fruit of an incredible challenge accepted and lived creatively…
While wanting to show God’s care for the sick, one finds himself
involved in socio-economic development as a kind of by-product.

Donors have always been generous with the Hospital but they
kept (and still keep) repeating one refrain: do not count on us forever. Development costs are Ok for donors but recurrent costs…..
that’s something for the local contributors. This is exactly where
Government contribution becomes critical. In the clip I saw on
UCB this was stated by a nice lady whom I do not know but who
prompted me to clap my hands energetically.

Will I ever be able to make a significant contribution?
From what I saw on my arrival I had doubts, but they were soon

I know that Government has already contributed, sometimes gen-

wiped away by the awareness that there was a team of well-moti-

erously. I also know the many challenges Government itself has

vated people that was already making a contribution: the Comboni

for its own and the Country’s sustainability. This is why a strong

Missionaries (Sisters, Fathers and Brothers), the volunteers of CUA-

Government commitment, politically backed and monitored, is of

MM and other organizations, all the key cadres in the Nursing profession, the members of the board, alle the employees, the donors
and benefactors, the Matany Support Group e Toyai….. It has never

paramount importance in the answer to this 4th impression. Hence
in my mind, and I am sure in yours too, this question remains
open….. but I am as hopeful as I have always been and as the lead-

been the contribution of one man at the helm alone; it has always

ers of the Hospital are now.

been, and still is, a team contribution.

I conclude:

Now it is even much broader and International. In addition, in more
recent years also Government has started joining the team. From
what I have heard and seen in the UCB clip and from what I read in
the report this is really a characteristic of the Hospital: strong team
work, shared commitment and responsibility. This is what makes
even the simplest contribution significant and effective.

I treated him, God healed him! It’s the deeply wise motto of a father of modern medicine. Dr Ambroise Paré recognised that in
medicine it is the hand of God that joins the human hand to restore the lost wholeness that disease has destroyed. In choosing
this motto the Hospital wants to give witness to the reasons that
led to the Hospital foundation fifty years ago: healing is an act of
God’s love and mercy and we are privileged to have had and to

Does this hospital have a future?
Stated in other terms: is the hospital sustainable? The initial im-

have some sharing in it.

pression of this question on me had its own solid reasons. The

Having had something to share in all this for 50 years – having

sustainability of the Hospital has always been a key concern for
me all through my twelve years. I am sure, though, that it must
have been a key concern of the Founders, and particularly of Dr
Gigi and Mirella Rho.
The ‘sixties and early ‘seventies were a time of momentuous economic development both in Europe and in Africa; the concern for
sustainability then was not focused on money but on the building of capacity. This is why the first response was the creation of
the Nursing Training School. This way of addressing the challenge
of sustainability has never been abandoned. I would say that it is

made of this sharing our own mission - is something for which I
am – and I am sure you all are - thankful to God. I am sure of one
simple thing: as long as we – all of us - remain faithful to the mission set for us, the Hospital will live and do even greater wonders.
It is my wish for you all, Hospital Management and Board, hospital
staff, people of Matany, and for us all.

BRO DANIELE GIUSTI, MCCJ
Former CEO
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The dilemma of faithfulness to the
Mission of the Catholic Health Network in
Uganda and Sustainability

P

rivate not for profit health institutions like Matany hospital play a very critical and significant
role in society. This role is rooted in the ministry
of healing started by Christ himself, the founda-

tion of the church. However, the changing socio-economic
environment and fierce competition for scarce resources
negatively impacts on the private not for profit health institutions and increasingly frustrate their survival. Learning to cope with scarce resources and manage strategically
has challenged managers in every kind of formal organizations, more so in the low-income countries like Uganda.
This situation has been worsened by the Covid-19 global
pandemic. PNFP Hospitals must improve their management practices if they must survive as the complex and socially-relevant institutions. Matany Hospital should carefully balance her faithfulness to the mission with financial
sustainability of the organization, otherwise the future of
this great institution is uncertain.
The hospital has been heavily dependent on donor funds
to a significant proportion of its operational budget support, a smaller contribution from Government Primary
Health Care grant and other meager revenue sources. As
the number of donors and the amount of donations
per donor progressively shrink, the hospital finds it quite

Matany 1980 - Dott. Munari di Rimini
challenging to stay faithful to the mission and its unthinkable to
expand its social mission. This kind of scenario translates into a
compromise for sustainability of service delivery by Matany Hospital. It is very crucial for private not for profit hospitals to survive in
order to continue providing equitable services to the poorest of the
poor, unprivileged and underserved sections of society.
The hospital management should concurrently strive to provide affordable quality health care while balancing the hospital budget,
building sustainability and focusing on faithfulness to the mission
amidst circumstances of skyrocketing costs. This is a very complicated function for an average health manager with an occupational
risk of developing high blood pressure and ulcers. Matany Hospi-

Matany 1980 - Dott. Munari di Rimini
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the hospital’s financial performance. It is much

tal faces additional pressure from catching up

cheaper to budget for quality assurance and

with technological advancement and innova-

improvement, than spend heavily on legal

tions in medical practice, the legal environ-

battles and compensation of aggrieved par-

ment to avoid litigation, the need for high-

ties if the institution was found culpable.

ly-skilled professionals besides the increase
in operational costs.

OTHER STRATEGIES TO EXPLORE FOR IMPROVED FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY INCLUDE

All these demands emphasize
the need for a competent, committed and passionate hospital management team, who are able to craft strate-

a) Applying for grant funding from potential sources,

gies to meet their challenges, contain costs, and
meet the expectations of diverse stakeholders. Br
Gunther and team have stood the test of time to
navigate through these complex demands of the
hospital amidst a time of economic hardship; Congratulations to the Hospital Management Team
during this golden Jubilee celebrations.

b) Building synergies with the Central government through Ministry
of Health, the district local government and development partners;
Through partnerships, matany hospital can achieve intended results for financial sustainability.
c) Ensuring patients receive care in the most pleasant and satisfactory setting, with humanity of care. This will attract more and more
patients to seek care at the hospital, thus improve the hospital in-

WHAT RELEVANT STRATEGIES SHOULD BE
ADOPTED BY MATANY HOSPITAL TO RECONCILE FAITHFULNESS TO THE MISSION WITH
SUSTAINABILITY?
First of all, as a faith-based institution, it is very
important that the hospital carefully tiptoes along
a strategic direction that guarantees sustainability

come without necessarily increasing user fees.
d) Translating success to the entire institution; Engaging all levels
of the hospital staff while communicating future strategy ensures
success. Matany hospital staff need to understand how their actions lead to successfully achieving the desired goals within the
hospital strategic plan. This creates ownership, and ensures staff
shape the organizational character and participate in the sustain-

without compromising faithfulness to the mission.

ability efforts.

This is the hospital’s social corporate responsibil-

Also, the quest to improve financial sustainability should include

ity, and all efforts must be made to protect this
precious value and role played by Matany Hospital
in Karamoja region and neighboring districts.

the development of a short-term and long-term strategic framework which addresses components of quality, service utilization,
cost implications, income enhancement, patient safety and satis-

The hospital management team must adopt a
strategic decision-making framework; develop the
necessary human capital in her top and mid-level
management team, that is well informed about the organizational
strategic plan, challenges and needs. With this kind of team, the
core hospital management team should encourage a participatory
approach to setting priorities, budgeting and problem solving.
This is a better approach compared to the “garbage can theory”,
where the participants are not aware of the priorities, problems, or
the need to address the problem within the institution. Every single decision-making by the hospital must align with the strategic
needs of the hospital, and without this alignment of decision-making, sustainability of the this rural hospital becomes more challenging. Also, because healthcare is a heavily regulated environment,
quality is another indicator worth mentioning when evaluating

faction.
While the reduction of user fees should not be contested as a gesture of equity and evidence of faithfulness to the mission, Matany
hospital and other private-not-for-profit (PNFP) hospitals should
drag their feet in implementing these reductions due to fears of
diminishing donor support, unreliability of government funding,
increasing expenditure on employment costs, drugs and sundries,
fluctuation of income from other unreliable sources and serious
threats to sustainability.

DR JAMES LEMUKOL NAPAK
District Health Officer and former Medical
Superintendent Matany Hospital
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Visit of First Lady in 2009

Welcoming First Lady in the yard of Childrens Ward
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St. Kizito Hospital Matany Hospital at 50, a
deserved journey of growth and development

S

t. Kizito Hospital Matany,

there is a loss for every unit of output, therefore,

is a jewel in the Karamoja

the more they produce the more they lose, this is

region, although it is located

against common sense for sustainability. The rea-

in my own village, visitors from

son St. Kizito Hospital Matany has not closed up now

outside Karamoja describe its loca-

is because of the invaluable service it provides, this value is

tion as “middle of no-where”, just to express the difficulty

seen beyond the immediate beneficiaries of the services the hos-

in explaining how such a nice hospital gets built in such a location.

pital provides, as such despite the adversity it has continued not

While we know that the decision was taken by the Comboni Mis-

only to survive but also to grow. The celebration of 50 years is a

sionaries, there was definitely an invisible hand in the decision. We

well-deserved one.

thank God for providing that invisible hand that made this possible.
I grew up with St. Kizito hospital Matany, we are nearly age-mates!
I experienced its development every step of the way, as kids, we
played on building sand heaps, we played in the un-finished ward
buildings, we took sanctuary from raids in the hospital, we sneaked
off with some water at times, we fluked hospital staff parties, we
knew every hospital superintendent starting with the pioneer Papa
Lucia.
It is indeed delightful to see how far we have come, a journey well
deserved. This “growing together” with the hospital has had a
profound effect on what I am today, while I enjoyed sciences as a
passion, the choice to become a doctor was inspired by the early
doctors of St. Kizito Hospital Matany. The growth of the hospital
has had a direct effect also on the growth of Matany Trading centre, which is now Matany Town Council! The economic benefits of
the hospital did stimulate and perpetuate the growth of the trading centre. We applaud the hospital for this contribution as well.
Running hospitals especially the private not for profit is a very
difficult task, there is always uncertainty of sustaining services
amidst rising economic costs. While for every unit of output, commercial enterprises produce, there is at least a recovery of cost,
for a private not for profit hospitals like St. Kizito Hospital Matany,

While we celebrate, it is also a moment to re-awaken the need for
a concerted effort to support resource mobilization for the hospital in all our capacities –government, civil society, business, local
leaders and the population of Karamoja, lets us join hands to preserve the services that the hospital is giving to the needy people
of Karamoja.
The influence of St. Kizito Hospital Matany is far reaching and has
been so since its early days, although it is meant to be a general
hospital the referral function it serves for the region and the neighboring districts has continued unabated.
As the country representative of CUAMM, I am aware of the longterm partnership between CUAMM and St. Kizito Hospital Matany,
this partnership has in part contributed to the growth and development of the hospital. I pledge to do my part to contribute to
sustainability of the hospital. Long live St. Kizito Hospital Matany
and congratulations for reaching 50 years, congratulations to the
Bishop of Moroto Diocese, The Comboni Missionaries, the Board of
Governors, the management and staff of St. Kizito Hospital Matany.

DR. PETER LOCHORO
Country Representative CUAMM.
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Testimony of “Matany Hospital Support
Group” from Milan, Italy

S

t. Kizito Matany Hospital’s

difficulty to keep on site those developed

golden jubilee interwines

locally, brought forth a strong partnership
approach primarily with our friends of CUA-

almost indissolubly with the
jubilee of “Matany Hospital

MM.. Such approach was also very import-

Support Group” of Milano. The Sup-

ant to promote the
“africanization” of the Hospital, that today applies to

port Group was born on January 12 1970 precisely to
th

foster and support the foundation of the hospital and all prepa-

practically all the staff, and to make the Hospital adapt to cope

ratory work done by dr. Piero Corti (Head of the Lacor hospital in

with the expectations of ugandan health institutions: Matany

Uganda). The first stone of St.Kizito hospital – dedicated to the first
ugandan martyr – was indeed laid on December 8 1970. Apart
th

from the statutory commitment to “alleviate the precarious health

is indeed today a reference hospital for the country! Jubilee, in
the old Jewish tradition, calls for a vision of peace, reconciliation, rest – to prepare the restart- after fifty years of struggle

and hospital assistance conditions of…African population”, a key
element to charter the “Matany Hospital Support Group” was the
decision of our friends Gigi and Mirella Rho to generously answer
the invitation to become the first doctors to operate in the new
hospital.

and hard work.

Since then, how much work, how many projects, how many chang-

amazed to have been able to stay in the breach for such a long

es occurred in Matany, in Uganda and in our mode of operation!
The task of the Support Group was initially characterized by a rather generalist activity, tipycal for that time, primarily to collect and
send to Matany medicine and medical supplies, and by a more engaging search of doctors to send to Matany.
But then, as the years passed, it became necessary to face new
challenges stemming from communications, technology and legal
requirements evolution: on one hand it became much less convenient and proper to ship medicines and supplies from Italy while,
on the other hand, the quest was growing for skills and financial
resources, which required a highly project oriented work-mode.

These fifty years of our Support Group have been certainly
quite engaging but sustained by strong sentiments of friendship and brotherhood amongst ourselves and with all the staff,
patients, and the entire Karamojon population. We remain
time, and our amazement is in gratefulness to all those who
contributed their intellectual, professional, material and financial resources to sustain our projects. Of course our gratitude
goes first of all to the Divine Providence for its primary role in
favor of the Hospital.
The experience of our group may easely recall the metaphor
of the small seed of mustard that grows into a strong bush
“without making any noise”. Now, celebrating the Jubilee, we
are ready to move forward again, faithful to our policy of making small but realistic steps, with discernment, ready to understand and, if possible, anticipate the needs of the hospital, and
pressing for the involvement of youg people that may bring

Working by project requires also a good capability to work

new lymph to the group.

efficiently in synergy with sponsors and partners, and some degree of competitiveness and innovation. Over time, the challenge

DR. BENEDETTO RHO

posed by the difficulty to find resources for Matany, added to the

Matany Hospital Support Group - Milan, italy
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Message from Honorary President
of STACC Scotland

I

greatly admire and thank the selfless and
devoted staff who care for the little patients in
the Children’s Ward at St Kizito’s Hospital.
The work you do is encapsulated by the words
of Gabriela Mistral the Chilean Nobel Laureate who
wrote:
We are guilty of many errors and many faults, but our
worst crime is abandoning the children, neglecting the
fountain of life.
Many of the things we need can wait. The child cannot.
Right now is the time his bones are being formed, his
blood is being made, and his senses are being developed. To him we cannot answer “Tomorrow”.
His name is “Today”. I think these words describe
your approach to childcare. So many families will be so
grateful and relieved by all you do for their children.

PROF. DR. DAVID CROMPTON
Honorary President of STACC Scotland

Mothers with their sick children waiting for Doctor’s round
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Message from St Kizito Hospital Matany CEO

G

old is something precious and

and thank government for its support, we

indeed our Hospital is valuable

notice painfully that the provision of the

and most important in the

PHC Conditional Grant reduced and stands

health provision of Karamoja.

currently by about 10.5% of the income.

But in order to define its value, one has

The Hospital depends for its major source

to witness it by the way the day-to-day

of income from benefactors, various health

activities are carried out, namely: diligently,

programmes and for last year even tapping

faithfully, full of compassion, with a caring

the meagre emergency fund which was put

heart, with high professionalism, a supportive

aside in case of disasters or catastrophes. Hence,

team spirit, …

we just keep trusting in God's providence.

We celebrate because the foresaid is portrayed daily and with

An economist would have run away here long ago. But health care

conviction. When one reads the history of the Hospital one can

is not about doing business, but about care, charity and being

immediately understand that it was a big struggle to get the

there for the poor and the sick. When asked how I am doing - I

permission to have it in this location. However, those who were

can only answer - I am carried by the ONE who put me here and

convinced never gave up and eventually succeeded, also because

simply trust in God, who has the greater overview.

there was an interplay of various factors and surely, I am confi-

It remains for me and the entire Hospital community to do our

dent that it was the will of God to have St. Kizito Hospital built in

part as best as we can. After all, we can count on our colleagues,

Bokora County.

as we are part of this wonderful Team and connected to many
good-hearted persons, who support us in prayers and also mate-

There were young doctors from abroad who saw the need of

rially.

medical care to this region of Uganda, there was a caring shepherd of the Church, who was determined to improve the lives of
the people, there were elders who were generous in providing the
needed premises for the Hospital, there were Comboni Mission-

Therefore, let us continue to live in the present moment and value
what we can perceive daily, of course not forgetting our responsibility for the future generations. Let us be sensitive to the beauti-

ary Sisters, Brothers and Priests, who desired to emulate the

ful sunrise which we can witness ever so often in Karamoja. There

charism of their founder St. Daniel Comboni, namely to be at the

may be a few clouds in the sky which will eventually give way to a

service for the poorest and most neglected.

deep blue sky. With our eyes open there are so many wonderful

To administer a Hospital in this region in Uganda poses many

things to be perceived, leaving us simply amazed and grateful.

challenges. Here lives the lowest per capita income population

Therefore, I wish all those who are celebrating with us this Golden

and the provision of health services with affordable user fees

Jubilee, again and again these moments of amazement and joy. –

is very hard. The majority in Karamoja lives on daily wages and
with hardly any social safety nets publicly or privately to cushion

To our staff in the Hospital: Let us be reminded that time given to

them in prolonged periods of no income.

a patient or person in need and spent together, is priceless and
shows love and attention, encouragement and confirmation, joy in

This is even more felt in the current pandemic. - At times I

one another and appreciation.

wonder how people survive with the little they have and often
there are no resources left to take care of the health needs. So

BR. GÜNTHER NÄHRICH

we cannot even think about raising the fees in the hospital so

Administrator/CEO

that we can continue to finance our service. User Fees constitute just about 15% of the needed funds. While we appreciate
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Golden Jubilee Message from the
Medical Superintendent

S

t. Kizito Hospital, Matany is celebrating

yond. It also offers social and pastoral care

its golden jubilee which is a tremen-

services. The utilization of its various medical

dous milestone in its historical time-

services is increasing annually. Last year the

line. It is a time to thank God for the

out-patients attendance was 37,127 with

gift of this Hospital which we have enjoyed for

15,407 admissions, 1,752 deliveries 56,593
immunizations with a bed occupancy rate of

the past 50 years of existence. We are also tak-

103.6%. The laboratory carried out 179,603

ing this opportunity to acknowledge the fruits of

tests, 11,504 X-rays and 12,607 ultra-scan exam-

many collaborative efforts and sacrifices of thousands

inations were done.

of people who through diverse ways have contributed to
make Matany Hospital outstanding in health care delivery in Uganda.
It has been a long journey to reach this great achievement. It is a journey made possible by efforts, contributions and sacrifices from many
people and organizations.

The received 2,766 patients referred from other health facilities with
its ambulance service covering 56,158 km in a year. I send my gratitude to all the staff of the and School who have over the past years
tirelessly endeavored to restore the health of the sick, may the Lord

The theme for the Golden Jubilee is: “We dress the wound, God heals it”
which is also the motto. The started as a maternity center in 1968 by
Comboni Missionary Sisters. It was inaugurated as a on 8th December
1970 by Rt. Rev. Sisto Mazzoldi, Bishop of Moroto Diocese. It has since
kept its doors open to all those who are sick and need healing, comfort,
hope, without any form of discrimination. It was started at a time when
there were limited medical facilities in the region. People were threatened by diseases and had very limited facilities and resources. For 50
years the has strived to make real the passage of the Gospel “I came
that they may have life, and have it to the full…” (John 10:10).

bless you.
The Nursing and Midwifery Training School (NMTS) is managed by the
Missionary Sisters of the Mary Mother of the Church. The NMTS has
over the years maintained its good performance through provision of
a holistic training to its students. Its alumni are serving in different
health facilities in the country. The major threat to the is ensuring of
sustainability of the service since 59% of the running costs are funded
by external donations. The cost of running the is ever increasing yet
the financial resources are limited. Never the less the will endeavor to
remain relevant and valuable as a place of healing, comfort and hope

The Comboni missionaries are managing the administration of the under the stewardship of the Lord Bishop of Moroto Diocese, Rt. Rev. Damiano Guzzetti, who is the owner of the . The Comboni missionary sisters have been key in the running of the with Sr. Lorenziana serving as
the first matron. CUAMM (Italian non-governmental organization) has
provided support to the since its inception. The first medical superintendent Dr.Gigi Rho was a CUAMM doctor who served for many years.

in the healing Ministry of Jesus.
We are very grateful to the Comboni missionaries, Missionary Sisters
of Mary Mother of the Church, the religious, CUAMM, Milano support
group, Toyai, STACC, the Government of Uganda and other institutions, staff, benefactors, volunteers, community and everyone that
has invested his /her resources to make this possible. When I was sick,
you visited, lonely, you stood by my side…” May God reward you all

Matany has grown to become a 250-bed capacity and is supervising

abundantly.

16 lower-level health facilities in Napak District. The is also as a teaching institution with a Nursing and Midwifery training school which was
opened in 1984. Matany has over the years provided comprehensive
affordable quality health services to the people in Karamoja and be-

DR. NSUBUGA JOHN BOSCO
Medical Superintendent
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Prof Dr. Bonini with our young plus visiting Doctors
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THE SCHOOL OF NURSING AND MIDWIFERY

S

t. Kizito Matany School of Nursing and Midwifery is situated in
North-Eastern Uganda located in
Matany sub-county, Napak Dis-

trict, Karamoja Region. It is 11 km from
Napak District Headquarters. It begun in
October 1984 with Certificate in Nursing
which extended its services to Diploma
Nursing course in May 1993, later it was
suspended with the introduction of Certificate in Midwifery Training course in May
2010. This is due to the need for the service delivery of Midwives in the region.
Mission:
To train an optimal range of Health Care
Staff of High Morals and Professional Standards
Vision:
Provide quality Health Care services to the
people of Karamoja and the Nation.
Core Values:
Commitment to Roman Catholic Church
values
St. Kizito Hospital Matany was founded on
the Catholic values that emphasize a caring and loving attitude towards those who
are in need. As a School, we fully appreci-

the needs of humanity in a spirit of good

ence to professional ethics, standards and

ate that in the world today there are many

stewardship in order for the beneficiaries to

practices that will enforce these through

political, social, economic and cultural fac-

have life in full.

human resources and operational policies.

tors, which if not watched and addressed
can affect the realization of the Mission and
Vision of our training School.
STRIVE FOR EXCELLENCE:

The management will ensure that all ser-

INTEGRITY:
The Management of St. Kizito Hospital
Matany School of Nursing and Midwifery
will provide services in a transparent, equi-

The training School will strive to maintain

table, accessible, appropriate and effective

quality training, encourage Competence

manner that demonstrates sincerity and

Based Learning to all the students for the
acquisition of health professional skills.
SERVICE ABOVE SELF:
In line with the demands of the health
profession, all the students trained in our
training school will provide their services to

commitment to service based on professionalism. This value will be inculcated in all
students.

vices are provided in accordance with the acceptable standards of health care practices.
MUTUAL RESPECT:
The School recognizes the contribution of
each and every person in continuum of
health care provision. All team members
and the community served have knowledge
and skills that complement each other. Mu-

PROFESSIONALISM:
In line with St. Kizito Hospital Matany values, the School emphasizes strict adher-
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tual respect for all persons, is an added value that St. Kizito Hospital Matany School of
Nursing and Midwifery will strive to uphold
and instil in all the students.
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES
The HTI management has identified vital,
key priority areas and therefore all activities of the training shall be geared towards fulfilment of these priorities.
The hospital management has reinforced
the teaching staff with Clinical Instructors and Preceptors. The HTI Team and

sent to the Library to research on certain
topics and present inclass followed by
teacher’s inputs.
•
Guidance and counselling of students,
who academically per form poorly, are psychologically, emotionally and physically
affected.
• Sponsorship by CUAMM/ELMA and CNS
for Nurses and Midwives.

Hospital Management Team have jointly planned to continue lobbying for the
training school in order to carry out:
• The Training of more tutors, Clinical
Instructors and maintain quality training
of Nurses and Midwives.
•

Acquisition of more training materials.

• Renovation of the school infrastructures.

CHALLENGES
• Part of the school Infrastructures still
need renovation
• In order to start the Diploma programmes
in Nursing and Mid wifery infrastructure
needs to be created
• More teaching staff need to be developed

Matany School of Nursing and Midwifery
has been incepted 37 years ago, although
some repair and maintenance work had
been done, there is still need to improve
the existing infrastructures to enable us
provide quality training of the Nurses and
Midwives.

ified tutors, 3 Clinical Instructors, 7 Preceptors in the clinical area, 2 administrative
staff and 10 support staff.
TRAINING PROGRAM:

The HTI currently runs two programs, i.e.
Certificate in Nursing and Certificate in
Midwifery
- Duration of the training is 30 months
(2½ years)
- In an academic year we plan to have
20-25 students training for Certificate in
Nursing and 20-25 training for Certificate
in Midwifery

Above all our appreciation goes to the Government of Uganda, MoES, MoH, and UCMB
for the continuous technical support in
training health professionals.
Development partners e.g., UNFPA, BAYLOR
Uganda, FAWE (in the past), CUAMM and

ACHIEVEMENTS

HTI current staffing: Teaching staff: 3 qual-

APPRECIATION

• There has been improvement in the academic performance and practical skills with
credits and few distinctions hence the need
to maintain and improve better performance.
• For the last five years Matany school of
Nursing and Midwifery has registered a success rate of 100%, at national level it has
been rated one of the best three performing HTIs in Uganda.
• Involving actively the departmental leadership at the practicum site in training and
supervising students when in the clinical area.
• Involvement of community leaders, members and neighbouring health facilities in
specialized skills.
• Ongoing active participation in both
external and internal academic seminars.
• Promotion of student evidence-based
learning where they are
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CNS presently for offering sponsorships to
students in our training school.
The first lady Janet Katah Museveni, the
Honourable Minister of Education Sports.
IN CONCLUSION
Matany Nursing and Midwifery Training
School was able to register great strides
in the area of academic performance. The
School Administration and Hospital Management Team are determined to work hard
in order to train competent, hands on quality Nurses and Midwives for the nation.
For God and My Country
SR. NATALINE MOWO
PRINCIPAL
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Message from the Principal, Matany
School of Nursing and Midwifery

F

rom a small mustard seed to a fully

zation rate of the services available, at the same

grown huge tree that bears fruits

time it has become a main referral health fa-

and on which birds have settled

cility either by health workers or self-referral

singing praises sweetly to the al-

in Karamoja region, neigbhouring districts

mighty God for their existence! This is how

and some parts of Western Kenya. Educa-

St. Kizito Hospital Matany has grown over

tion opportunities are recognized as being a

the fifty years of service and witnessing the

big impact on the people by the Hospital in

healing power of our Lord Jesus Christ to the

its provision of Pre-service training of Nurses

people of Karamoja, neigbhouring districts as

and Midwives with the establishment of a Health

well as some parts of Western Kenya.

Training Institution since 1984. It has also provided a

Moved by compassion due to the pathetic health situation of the
people in Karamoja region and witnessing God’s unconditional
love for humanity, the Comboni Missionary Sisters could not desist
from the plan of starting a small dispensary for offering holistic
health care services to those in need. Certainly with a healthy
population, other missionary activities of evangelization such as

practicum site for Medical students, ranging from Pre-Intern
Doctors, Intern Doctors, Paramedical students as well as industrial
training for non-medical category of students. There is a real appreciation for the work done in this respect and the help that is
on-going in the area of sponsorship and school fees where there
is real hardship.

Education, Catechesis, Agriculture, Income Generating Activities,

The Patients/Clients who sought health services in Matany Hospital

would be amicably implemented, hence the integral development

were able to experience the love of God and His healing power. The

of the people and improved livelihood.

beneficiaries gave their own testimonies in various ways, about the

Matany Hospital has contributed greatly in the reduction of Maternal Mortality Rate and Neonatal Mortality Rate in the region. Its

healing power of God and the conducive environment they have
experienced while receiving the services required.

services has a big impact in the lives of the people who have come

May the good Lord bless everybody who has contributed positively

for treatment. The Hospital has continuously offered comprehen-

to this noble course of duties! Starting from the Comboni Family

sive health care services e.g. Curative, Preventive, Rehabilitative,

(Sisters, Fathers, Brothers, Lay Missionaries), Benefactors, Hospital

Counselling and Spiritual. Together with the active community,

Administration, Staff and Students. We are grateful to God for your

Health Education program, vaccinations, campaigns about ear-

love, sacrifices, and generosity shown in serving His disadvantaged

ly screening and treatment for cancer of the cervix and surgical

children.

camps have been in progress.
This is very beneficial and has been greatly appreciated by the
beneficiaries. Now there is greater uptake of modern medical services compared to the past when people went first to the herbalist

SR. NATALINE MOWO

or witch doctor. With the presence of one consultant general surgeon and two consultant Gynaecologists/Obstetricians, the Hospital has endeavoured to bring specialized services nearer to the
people with very subsidized user fee. This explains the high utili-

Principal of Matany School of
Nursing and Midwifery
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Message from the Principal Nursing Officer

ence the mercy and love of God. It is a place

“I am dying but my work will not die”, This
was a strong word of our founder St Dan-

where different tribes, religion, races work to-

iel Comboni that continues to live through

gether to show that God’s love unites us in

the lives of many women and men who

our diversity.

have chosen to follow Jesus Christ in the

This is something that we must treasure so as

footsteps of Comboni among the poorest

to put aside things that divide us and work for

and most vulnerable. It was back in 1968

the common good of all.

when the Comboni Missionary Sisters recog-

Today we congratulate all collaborators, religious

nized that for faith to take root, there was a need

missionaries, donors, doctors, Clinicians, Nurses, Mid-

for the people to be educated as well as improvement

wives, administration staff, tutors, students, and technical de-

in their health status.
Institutions such as primary schools, Secondary schools, health facilities opened and St.Kizito Hospital Matany is one of them, that
was started as a Dispensary then gradually to a Maternity Centre
to meet the health needs of the people. With time a simple Dispensary/ Maternity Centre has become a Hospital which is rendering ser-

partment staff, cleaners, cooks, tailors etc. Who have tirelessly
worked in Matany in the past and the current Staff still maintaining
the same spirit of service, in the footsteps of the missionaries and
kept St. Kizito Hospital Matany functional up to date.
We congratulate all patients who still trust in the care and services

vices to the whole Karamoja region, neighboring districts and beyond.

being given. Our being with you and sharing in your condition has

This development didn’t come the easy way but amidst many chal-

cine given for treatment. Where ever we might have gone wrong

lenges which did not discourage the missionaries because again
St Daniel Comboni said that, “God’s work is born at the foot of

the Cross”. The Missionaries continued to use these social structures to convey with deeds what they were proclaiming with words.
St Kizito Hospital Matany is a place where people do experience
the healing touch of God through the services that is being given
which is quality, affordable so that everyone who comes experi-

made us witnesses of God’s love for you all, more than the mediwe ask for pardon and pray that God may renew in us the spirit of
love and service, as we continue to commit ourselves to “Dress the

wound, God heals it”

SR. THORACH PAULA
Principal Nursing Officer
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Dressing on Surgical Ward

Traditional Birth Attendants atttending training at Matany Hospital
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Projects

A

part from the ordinary health care, starting
with outpatient services as well as outreaches
to the communities and the activities in the various wards, the Hospital is engaged in several
other activities all geared towards the better service to our
patients. In this brief narrative I wish to give an account of
recently completed projects, those currently ongoing and
those planned in the near future.

of our solar battery blocks were replaced, in particular for
theatre, the administration, laboratory and maternity ward.
While theatre is now again 24 hours/day independent with
solar energy, other systems help greatly to utilise solar energy in the night, thus not having to use the grid electricity
or the generator.
The purchase of a new autoclave compatible with the previously purchased autoclave in theatre, brought also the standardisation of all the sterilising containers which guarantees
a better infection control.

Last year we installed a new washing machine as the old
one gave serious problems and we did not want to be without. As we wish to save on the costs for electricity some
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The Hospital received in early 2020 an endoscopy unit and a visiting Doctor very experienced in it, shared for several
weeks his knowledge with one of our doctors, who continues offering this service at present.

I

n October 2019 we started with the internship training for Medical Officers and give opportunities for
other cadres to get their practical placement experience. The Hospital offers to its staff opportunities for
upgrading and continuous professional development.
This is a motivating strategy aimed at staff retention. At
the same time this shows our interest to build capacity of
young professionals.
The recent handing of a staff house with six units is aiming at
providing decent accommodation to emergency
staff to always be available and thus being close to the

needs of patients. It is a desire to have the staff quarters
connected to the national electricity grid, however funds not
available. For several years the Hospital offers cervical cancer screening both in the Hospital and in the catchment area
after an initial project was completed.
As headquarters of Bokora Health Sub-District the public
health team carries our monthly support supervision to the
17 Health Centres in Napak District. It also carries integrated
clinical outreaches to hard-to-reach areas of Napak District
and follows the VHTs (Village Health Teams).
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Hygiene and Sanitation

Having the community at heart the Hospital started with a project partner a Hygiene and Sanitation Projects in Matany Town
and Matany Sub-County with following main components:
• Providing access to hygiene & sanitation
• Building 120 VIP pit latrines
• Support young women with sanitary towels
• Awareness-raising on hygiene & sanitation
• Training the local health workforce
With the same project partner a “Mother and Infant Health”
programme was recently started, co-financing highly subsidised
services for maternal and infant health care. As at times we
had problems to receive formula milk for our nutrition unit on
time the Hospital started some years ago a dairy goat project
in order to supply the nutrition unit with fresh goat milk. This
was expanded early this year as to crossbreed and eventually avail
these goats to the local community.
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Dairy goats were introduced in 2018 and after some difficulties in adaptation to the climate
and disease pattern of goats in the area, the project is doing well. Now malnourished
children do profit from the nutritious goats milk.

“Farm Africa” cross breed goats returning from pasture

Shepherd Elijah Sagal taking good care of the goats
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Water Project
Water is scarce in Karamoja. Therefore, most of the roofs of Matany Hospital are
provided with rain gutters, thus harvesting rain water in two big
underground tanks.
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Greenhouses and Vegetable Gardens
The rainwater is partly used for the laundry and also for an agricultural project with two
greenhouses and vegetable gardens. This could be expanded if the Hospital receives funds
for an additional underground rainwater tank.

Gardener Joseph Ojara likes his profession
and has good results
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Biological waste water treatment plant
The waste water of the Hospital is recycled by a constructed biological waste water
treatment plant and the purified water used for an orchard and tree plantation.
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Technical department
As landmark for the Golden Jubilee of St. Kizito Hospital Matany the technical department
of the Hospital re-arranged recently the entrance area and gate of the Hospital. Of course,
there are also future plans, still depending on their funding:
•
•
•

Construction of waiting areas for mothers in the antenatal clinic as well as construction
of a better waiting area at X-Ray Department
Construction of a neonatal unit as the current one is too small and congested
The renovation activities at Nursing and Midwifery Training School need to be completed
Preparations are going in to re-introduce Diploma programmes for nursing and midwifery
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Oxygen Plant
The plant was constructed in 2016 to enable the hospital to become self relaint and also
reduce on the costs of transporting it from Kampala though upgrading the existing oxygen
plant is needed if funds are availed.
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Project Partners // Supporters

•

Africa Directo, Spain

•

AFRON / UWOCASO

•

Bischöfliches Hilfswerk Misereor e.V., Aachen/
Germany

•

Diocese of Augsburg/Germany

•

BBM / MIVA, Austria

•

Comboni Missionaries

•

Comboni Missionary Sisters

•

Cooperation & Development, Italy & Uganda

•

Cooperation North South, Luxemburg

•

CUAMM, Padua/Italy and Kampala/Uganda

•

Dreikönigsaktion Austria

•

Diözese Rottenburg/Stuttgart/Germany

•

FARM AFRICA

•

Horizont 3000

•

Insieme si può, Belluno/Italy

•

Italian Cooperation

•

Gruppo di Appoggio Matany ONLUS, Milano /
ITALY

•

Päpstl. Missionswerk der Kinder (PMK), Aachen/
Germany

•

Rotary Club of Port Bell, Uganda

•

Senior Experten Service (SES), Bonn/Germany

•

Sign of Hope, Konstanz/Germany

•

The Aids Support Organisation TASO, Soroti/
Uganda

•

The Associazione Toyai onlus, Pavia/Italy

•

UNICEF
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Lay Missionary Roberto Gandolfi with Mechanics

Drilling borehole in staff quarters
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Matrons of St. Kizito Hospital Matany:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1970 – 1976 † Sr. M. Lorenziana Bignotti, CMS
1976 – 1997 Sr. Luigina Frison, CMS
1997 to 2003 Sr. Rosario Marinho, CMS
2003 to 2004 Sr. Cathy Maynard, CMS
2004 to 2009 Sr. Luigina Frison, CMS
2009 to 2015 Sr. Rosario Marinho, CMS
2015 to 2019 Sr. Hellen Atekit, Acting
2020 to date Sr. Paula Thorach, CMS

Medical Superintendents
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

1971 to 1976 Dr. Gigi Rho, CUAMM
1976 to 1977 Dr. Giovanni Cecchini and Dr. Franco Rapetti
1977 to 1978 Dr. Dario Zanon, CUAMM
1978 to 1979 Dr. Benedetto Rho and Enrico Motta
1980 to 1982 Dr. Giovanni Cecchini, CUAMM
1982 to 1983 Dr. Marco Rho, CUAMM
1983 to 1985 Dr. Dario Zanon, CUAMM
1985 to 1986 Dr. Marco Pratesi, CUAMM
1986 to 1988 Dr. Bruno Turri, CUAMM
1988 to 1994 Br. Dr. Daniele Giusti, MCCJ
1994 to 1998 Dr. Matthew Emer
1998 to 2000 Dr. Fabio Manenti, CUAMM
2000 to 2002 Dr. Marina Anghileri, CUAMM
2002 to 2004 Dr. Dominique Kababa-Lubaya, Acting, CUAMM
2004 to 2007 Dr. Stefano Vicentini, CUAMM
2007 to 2009 Dr. James Lemukol
2009 to 2010 Dr. Bruno Turchetta, CUAMM
2010 to 2011 Dr. John Bosco Nsubuga
2011 to 2013 Dr. James Lemukol
2013 to 2014 Dr. Arwinyo Baifa, Acting
2014 to date Dr. John Bosco Nsubuga

Administrators
From 1970 up to 1994 the position of the Administrator was shared between the Senior Nursing Officer
(Matron) and the Medical Superintendent.
1.
1994 to 1998 Br. Dr. Daniele Giusti, MCCJ
2.
1998 to 2003 Br. Günther Nährich, MCCJ
3.
2003 to 2004 Br. Alex Casagrande. MCCJ
4.
2004 to 2006 Mr Lokong Joseph, Acting
5.
2006 to 2009 Br. Tarcisio Dal Santo, MCCJ
6.
2009 to date Br. Günther Nährich, MCCJ
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OUR STAFF
34. Ijuli Stephen

ADMINISTRATOR / CEO: Br. Günther Nährich
IT-OFFICER: Apuda Daniel

35. Bakar Fatuma

HR-OFFICER: Loyep Stephen

36. LAB TECHNOLOGIST

INTERNAL AUDITOR: Lorot John Bosco Kapel

Laboratory Assistant

ACCOUNTANT: Ogwango Samuelle

37. Okello Francis

A/C ASSISTANT: Lomongin Emmanuel

38. Kodet Andrew

A/C ASSISTANT: Otim David

39. Sagal Enoch

INTERNAL CASHIER: Nawot Monica

40. Anyakun Veronica

ASSIST CASHIER: Ariam Juliana

41. Achilla John Bosco

ASSISTANT CASHIER: Akurut Sylvia

42. Lab Assist. Volunteer Longole Evelyn

CASHIER: Ngorok Magdalen

43. Ophthalm. Assistant Locham Augustine

DEPUTY HR-OFFICER: Loput Johnson

44. Othopedic Officer Awas Patrick

HMIS/DATA MGT OFFICER: Loru Abraham

45. Physiotherapist Apono Mark

HMIS/DATA MGT ASSISTANT: Ayugi Holiver

Pharmacy Assistant

HMIS/DATA MGT ASSISTANT: Pedo Abraham

46. Aema Joseph

SECRETARY: Nakiru Magdalen
OFFICE ATTENDANT
SECRETARY, NMTS

Okuda Clement

47. Angolere Christine

Namusungu Grace

48. Olupot Jonathan

Akiteng Naome

Theatre Assistant

49. Opio John

MEDICAL OFFICERS

50. Etop Paul

19. GYNAECOLOGIST Dr John Bosco Nsubuga
20. SURGEON Dr. Paul Kasalirwe

NURSING STAFF

21. SENIOR MEDICAL OFFICER Dr Borghi Emanuela

51. PNO: Sr. Paula Thorach
52. DPNO: Atekit Helen

22. Dr. Logwee Emmanuel

53. D. Principal Tutor: Sr Gladys Licoru A.

23. Dr. Moses Kagolo

54. Principal Tutor: Sr Nataline Mowo

24. Dr. Paul Yiga

55. Tutor: Sr. Tushabe Agripina

25. Dr. Katantazi Abdulsalam

Diploma Nurse

56. Amulen Rebecca

CLINICAL OFFICER

57. Nabukwasi Sofia

26. Oyaya Samuel Ochieng

58. Among Mary

27. Erau Faustine

59. Adiao Grace Diploma Compr

28. Emolu Bosco

60. Okello Eunice

29. Angoyar Julius

61. Asege Sarah

30. Ongodia Emmanuel

62. Irusi Daniel

ANAESTHETIC OFFICER

63. Achia Esther

31. Ekobu Joseph

64. Aluko Grace

32. Obonyo Joseph

65. Tunyany Jacenta

Laboratory Technician

66. Anyakun Hillary

33. Amei Simon Peter

67. Ogwang Alex
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68. Loukae Gabriel

Certificate Midwife:

69. Opus Stephen

107. Lengon Pauline

70. Lomina Daniel

108. Iriama Fausta

71. Opali Mark

109. Kokoi Fausta

72. Acom Rita Everline

110. Laalany Claire
111. Lokoru Susan

Diploma Midwife:

112. Napeyok Paulina

73. Aanyu Night Grace

113. Nangiro Monica A

74. Achia Esther

114. Acholla Sandra

Certificate Nurse:

115. Akello Mary

75. Acan Dinah

116. Acheng Janet

76. Acanit Josephine

117. Lagua Patricia

77. Akol Emmanuel

118. Munyes Martha

78. Apio Ketty

119. Namulondo Gloria

79. Kasoma Fred

120. Igira Ruth

80. Loduk Peter

121. Dental Attendant Lomilo

81. Menya Margret

Paul

82. Owalinga Jenifer

Assistant Counsellor

83. Okello Desderio

122. Lotukei Josephine

84. Akiai Margret

123. Dengel Margret

85. Amuge Jane Harriet
86. Lotukei Anna

X-Ray operators

87. Amoding Harriet

124. Otyang Charles Nangiro

88. Abinyo Eunice

125. Lotukei Anjello

89. Lokwii Monica

Nursing Assistant

90. Lolem John

126. Adiaka Rosemary

91. Akiror Evelyn

127. Akinyi Jennifer

92. Akwii Hellen

128. Akol Lucy

93. Lokure Emmanuel

129. Awas Mary Goretti

94. Adie Annet

130. Karane Josephine

95. Adome Simon Peter

131. Lochoro Hellen

96. Obore Joseph

132. Sagal Florence

97. Teko Zachary

Senior Nursing Aid

98. Loyep Emmy

133. Keem John

99. Opio Acaye Godfrey

134. Akumu Lucy

100. Kabila Lawrence

135. Nachuwa Mary

101. Tapem Emmanuel

136. Yeno Maria

102. Lowii John Bosco

Nurse/Aid

103. Aliat Emma

137. Anero Betty

104. Imalingat Scovia
105. Lokure Joyce
106. Namukose Martha
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138. Achuka Angelina

176. Akello Beatrice

139. Atekit Jennifer

177. Logiel Agnes

140. Namoe Margaret

178. Apuun Lucy

141. Nangiro Emilly

179. Ngole Jacinta

142. Amodoi Josephine

180. Amuron Hellen

143. Epur Scholastica

181. Angella Magdalen

144. Logiel Rose

182. Alinga Amalia
183. Nake Cecilia

Nursing Assistant

184. Aleper Dina

145. Logiel Mary

185. Nauga Cecilia

147. Lokwii Florence

186. Ojao Angelline

148. Akwii Stella

187. Aledo Paska

149. Lomonyang Dorothy

188. Lowiny Angelina

150. Moru Josephine
151. Logiel Elizabeth

189. Akiteng Florence

151. Theatre Attendant: Aleper Agnes

190. Garderner: Pedo Fausta
191. Warden: Akongo Lilly
192. Compound worker: Angella Daniel

SUPPORT STAFF

Pastoral Care Giver

152. Atim Magdalen - Store Keeper

193. Lotukei Agnes Angole

153. Alumo Luigina - Assist Store Keeper

194. Kedia Pasqualle

154. Santina Yeno - Assist Store Keeper

Laundry Attendant

Cleaner

195. Pulkol John

155. Namoe Rose
156. Akol Sarah General Store Cleaner

196. Lokiru Raphael

157. Adupa Janet

Watchman

158. Aboka Agnes

197. Akol Joseph Lokoru

159. Chero Anna

198. Angolere Mario

160. Ngorok Scola

199. Lokong John Paul

161. Kiyonga Agnes

200. Keem Emmanuel

162. Lokoryo Dorothy

201. Lomongin Stephen

163. Longole Theresia

202. Lochoro Maxson

164. Sagal Matilde

Compound

165. Lopwanya Veronica

203. Lochoro Daniel

166. Longok Valentine

204. Lomeri John

167. Aleper Paska

205. Teko Peter

168. Napeyok Lucy

206. Akol Dinah

169. Alinga vicky

207. Lochan Matteo

170. Agan Christine

208. Lokol Enok

171. Longoli Maria

209. Koriang Angellina

172. Abura Alice

210. Longoli Simon

173. Lomongin Hellen

211. Lodungokol Marco

174. Aumai Anna

212. Keem Marco

Cook

213. Lochoro Francis

175. Achia Giovanna
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245. Igira Emmanuel
246. Okise Patrick

Mortury Attendant

247. Longes Bosco

215. Ichumar Peter

Driver/Hub-Rider

216. Lobur Joseph

248. Lemuya Markson

Driver/Hub-Rider

249. Lorot Joseph

Driver/Hub-Rider

Tailor

217. Achia Anna

Mechanic / Driver

218. Lolem Lucy
219. Loma Alice
220. Assistant Tailor: Nakong Lucy

250. Iriama Philip

Mechanic / Driver

251. Omaswa Francis

Mechanic / Driver

252. Sagal Samuel Joel Mechanic / Driver

221. Ojara Joseph - Agric.Project Implementor

253. Lokut Matthew

222. Ochero Benjamin - Asst Agric. Project Implementor

Mechanic / Metal worker / Driver

Mechanic

223. Sagal Elijah - Garden & Livestock Attendant

254. Longole Pascal

224. Lokiru James - Tree Nursery Attendant

255. Lorika Emmanuel

TECHNICAL STAFF

256. Lokiyo James - Metal worker

225. Bruno Frank - Incharge

257. Aleper Gabriel - Plumber / Mason

226. Teko Raphael - "Procurement Advisor, Senior Driver"

258. Olupot John Joseph - Plumber

227. Logiel Pasquale - Store Keeper

259. Okidi Martin - Senior Plumber

Carpenter

260. Loburo Peter - Porter

228. Achilla Matthias

261. Ngorok Eliya,

229. Lokwii Joseph

*1967 - Porter

262. Amei Domenic, *1973 - Casual Worker

230. Sagal Michael

263. Loli John,

Electrician

*1978 - Casual Worker

264. Loteng Philip, *1966 - Casual Worker

231. Eliau Julius
232. Otyang Paul

Support Staff

233. Okwii Matthew

265. Iiko Michael
266. Lowakori Marko, *1973

Mason

267. Moru Paul,

234. Lokiru Mark
235. Mubakye Patrick W

*1982

236. Lajul Robert

PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT

237. Loit Abraham

268. Natiang Assumpta - BA.Nurse

238. Lotee Paul

269. Ameo Jesca - PHC Supervisor

239. Lomongin Daniel

270. Ngiro Martin - Health Educator

240. Opita Santos Alir

271. Lokwang Anthony, *1972 - Health Inspector

241. Pulkol Emmanuel

272. Imalany Ambrose - Health Info. Asst.

242. Maruk Augustine

273. Alinga Mary Gina - Vaccinator

243. Lokol Moses

274. Mudong Martina - Vaccinator

Assistant Mason
244. Chilanyang Robert
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Dr. JB Nsubuga addressing mothers in Maternity during a function
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THE JOURNEY
CONTINUES

Thank You
I may be able to speak the languages of human beings and even of angels, but if I have no love, my
speech is no more than a noisy gong or a clanging bell. I may have the gift of inspired preaching; I may
have all knowledge and understand all secrets; I may have all the faith needed to move moun- tains —
but if I have no love, I am nothing. I may give away everything I have, and even give up my body to be
burnt — but if I have no love, this does me no good.
Love is patient and kind; it is not jealous or conceited or proud; love is not ill-mannered or selfish or
irritable; love does not keep a record of wrongs; love is not happy with evil, but is happy with the truth.
Love never gives up; and its faith, hope, and patience never fail. Love is eternal. Meanwhile these three
remain: faith, hope, and love; and the greatest of these is love.

I Corinthians 13: 1-8, 13
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